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resumo 
 

 

As emoções desempenham um papel muito importante na vida humana. A 

maneira como nós comunicamos e interagimos uns com os outros, as nossas 

ações e pensamentos, são todos influenciados por elas, seja de uma forma 

positiva ou negativa. Infelizmente, existe uma variedade de doenças mentais, 

como a ansiedade e depressão, que são caracterizadas por uma prevalência de 

emoções negativas e nas quais as pessoas tendem a ter uma maior dificuldade 

em compreender o seu estado emocional. Consequentemente, é muito 

importante que cada um de nós seja capaz de identificar as nossas emoções, 

de forma a garantir que as conseguimos controlar e que o efeito contrário não 

ocorra. Os sistemas de reconhecimento de emoções podem ser uma das 

soluções para ajudar as pessoas a identificar as suas emoções, levando a uma 

melhoria do seu bem-estar e saúde. 

Os estudos nesta área têm explorado diferentes tópicos que vão desde o tipo 

de sinais e características, ao método de seleção de características e de 

classificação emocional. Além disso, também começaram a divergir na 

abordagem para descrever as emoções, que pode ser discreta (e.g. alegria, 

medo) ou dimensional (e.g. nível de agradabilidade, ativação). Neste trabalho, 

as duas abordagens foram estudadas de forma a compreender o impacto da 

descrição emocional no processo de classificação e, assim, concluir sobre a 

abordagem mais adequada para identificar as emoções. Para tal, foi criada uma 

base de dados constituída pelos sinais fisiológicos: eletrocardiograma, atividade 

eletrodérmica e eletromiograma dos músculos medial frontal e trapézio. A 

análise exploratória destes dados permitiu descrever as emoções do ponto de 

vista da resposta fisiológica. O eletrocardiograma e a atividade eletrodérmica 

apresentaram-se como sendo os sinais que melhor discriminam a atividade 

emocional (têm o maior número de características que distinguem os estados 

emocionais). Numa análise multivariável, verificou-se que a informação do 

eletromiograma também era uma fonte discriminatória, uma vez que as suas 

características eram sistematicamente selecionadas pelo classificador. A 

abordagem inicialmente estudada assentou sobre o modelo discreto de 

emoções, contudo a classificação errada de algumas observações levou a 

ponderar a hipótese de testar um modelo dimensional (agradabilidade/ativação). 

Este modelo revelou-se mais robusto que o anterior, o que levou a concluir que 

se adapta melhor quer à resposta da emoção, quer à resposta individual de cada 

pessoa ao estímulo. Comprovando assim a sua melhor descrição da emoção. 
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abstract 

 
Emotions play a very important role in human life. The way we communicate and 

interact with others, our actions, thoughts, are all influenced by them, whether in 

a positive or negative way. Unfortunately, there is a variety of mental diseases, 

like anxiety and depression, that are characterized by a prevalence of negative 

emotions, and in which people tend to have a higher difficulty in understanding 

their emotional state. Consequently, the importance of each one of us being able 

to identify their emotional state is crucial to guarantee a healthy control over 

emotions. The emotion recognition systems can be one of the solutions to help 

people identify and interpret their emotions, hence increasing their well-being 

and health. 

Studies in this area have explored different topics ranging from the type of signals 

and features to the method of feature selection and emotional classification. 

Furthermore, they also began to diverge in the approach of describing emotions, 

which can be discrete or dimensional. In this work, the two approaches were 

studied to understand the impact of the emotional description on the 

classification process and to conclude on the most adequate approach to identify 

emotions. To this end, it was created a database of the physiological signals: 

electrocardiogram, electrodermal activity and electromyogram of the medial 

frontalis and trapezius muscles. An exploratory analysis was performed with 

these data revealing that the electrocardiogram and electrodermal activity 

represent the most informative in emotion discrimination. Nevertheless, in a 

multivariable approach, the features from electromyogram reveal to be useful on 

emotion classification. The approach initially studied was based on a discrete 

model of emotions, however, misclassification of some observations led to 

considering the hypothesis of testing a dimensional model (valence/arousal). 

This model proved to be more robust than the previous one, which led to the 

conclusion that it is better adapted to both emotional response and the individual 

response to the stimulus, confirming its best description of the emotion. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Context 

Over the last year and looking at what’s happening in the world, with the coronavirus disease 2019 

pandemic, the social distancing, the new health care, the fact that sometimes we see each other 

thinking of what could happen to us, to our family, friends, country, are causing a lot of fear, stress, 

and anxiety in adults and children. These types of emotions are mostly negative and are affecting 

our way of life, in the simplest ways [1]. 

Emotions play a very important role in human life, affecting both human physiological and 

psychological state [2]. Consequently, our actions and thoughts are influenced by them, whether 

positively or negatively. Given their role, each one of us should be able to identify them so that their 

contribution is controlled according to the situations in which we find ourselves. 

The field of psychology has been studying emotions for long and several definitions have been 

proposed. In general, emotions are considered as responses to certain stimuli that will induce 

corporal changes, which can be physiological or behavioral. According to Plutchik (2001) emotions 

can also be considered as chains of events, in which cognition is usually found at the beginning of 

the sequence [3]. Thus, emotional experience encompasses cognitive, behavioral, and physiological 

components. 

If emotions influence our perception, rational thinking, and decision-making, then just as those 

around us must be able to identify our emotional state, affective computers should also be able to 

recognize them and respond intelligently according to the detected emotion. Affective computing, 

which encompasses computer science, psychology, and cognitive science, is the area that has been 

studying how to integrate emotions in the computer-user interaction [4]. 

More than a century ago, Walter Cannon (1915) studied the physiology of emotion, trying to 

understand the possible relationship between the autonomic nervous system and emotions. 

Nowadays, there is still no consensus if some kinds of emotions have unequivocal and invariant 

autonomic responses, however, it is known that the physiological changes of emotions are related 

to the nervous system [5]. In particular, emotions are related to the autonomic nervous system (ANS) 

that is responsible for releasing neurotransmitters that will reach the target organ and induce the 

physiological response. It’s dependent on the central nervous system and its activation is involuntary, 

which means that it cannot be easily controlled [2], [6]. 

The corporal changes in an emotional experience can be distinguished in human physical signals 

and physiological signals. Physical signals like facial expression, voice, gesture, and posture can be 

easily detected, however, they can be controlled and hidden by the person, which can lead to 

emotional misinterpretation. On the other hand, physiological signals like body temperature, 

electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyogram (EMG), electrodermal 

activity (EDA), are dependent on the autonomic nervous system and, therefore, are involuntary and 

not easily controlled by the person. Consequently, the evaluation of physiological signals can be 

more reliable to detect emotions rather than the physical responses [2], [6]. 

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the appearance of electronic devices able to detect most of 

the physiological signals gained a significant role in the healthcare field. These smart wearables by 

monitoring signals easily, in real-time, and for a long duration have allowed the development of new 

diagnostic and therapeutic techniques [7], [8]. In particular, for emotion recognition, where it is 

important to assess the subjects' emotion in their usual context, these types of devices, that are less 
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intrusive, have been facilitating the acquisition of emotional responses in a real context, ensuring the 

ecological validity of the emotion evaluation [3]. In addition, studies in this area were revolutionized, 

and different approaches have been developed using different types of physiological signals and 

creating different systems with an emphasis on feature extraction, feature selection, and classifier 

designs [9]. 

In the evolution of the concept of emotion, two distinct models have emerged that characterize 

emotions, the discrete and the dimensional. In the discrete model, emotions are defined by a list, 

and it is considered that there is a limited number of them, whereas, in the dimensional model, 

emotions are defined by dimensions in which their intensity is considered. Likewise, in the studies 

done so far in emotion recognition, these two approaches have been explored and in general, the 

most promising results involve emotional characterization in a dimensional space [2]. 

The investigation of emotion recognition systems is a growing area, and its success will benefit a 

variety of areas such as psychology, assisting in the diagnosis and treatment of psychological 

illnesses, as medicine, helping patients with communication and socialization difficulties, and as in 

education, through the adaptation of teaching methodologies. According to the World Health 

Organization (WHO), depression affects more than 261 million people worldwide and autism 

spectrum disorder affects 160 children worldwide [10], [11]. These numbers refer only to two of the 

many diseases and disorders that may benefit from the evolution of emotional identification, thus 

justifying the importance of studies in this area. The recognition of emotions is one of the ways to 

improve the well-being and health of humans and the development of these systems can be one of 

the approaches to fulfill one of the sustainable goals of the UN, which is directly related to 'good 

health and well-being’ [12]. 

 

1.2 Work Objective 

The recognition of emotions encompasses several aspects ranging from the choice/acquisition of 

the physiological signals used, to the implementation of the systems. First of all, it is crucial to use 

signals that represent real situations, that is, physiological signals of people experiencing real 

emotions. Creating a new database allows controlling not only a variety of parameters that influence 

the elicitation of emotions but also the signals acquisition, which leads to the first objective of the 

work: 

1. Development of an experimental protocol for the acquisition of physiological signals with 

emotion elicitation. 

Understanding how emotions are manifested in the human body, through physiological signals, 

optimize their acquisition only to those who present more significant changes to emotions. In addition, 

determining which features have the highest amount of relevant information allows optimizing the 

process of extracting them and, thus, reduce the computational cost. To accomplish this, the second 

objective is: 

2. Development of an exploratory data analysis framework to understand which signals and 

features best describe emotions. 

Regarding the implementation of emotion recognition systems, several techniques and algorithms 

can be used to identify emotions from features extracted from signals. However, the challenge is to 

find the best combination that maximizes the ability of the system to correctly identify the emotion, 

so this work aims the: 

3. Construction and optimization of an emotional model using machine learning techniques. 
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Finally, the growing interest in the dimensional models to describe emotions, led studies to start using 

dimensions in emotion recognition systems. Thus, in this work is intended to:  

4. Understand the impact of each model in the emotional classification. 

 

1.3 Work Outline 

To achieve the objectives proposed in the previous section, the work presented is divided into 6 

chapters. In Chapter 1, the theme of the study is contextualized and the objectives to achieve are 

presented. Next, in Chapter 2, it is described the evolution of the concept of emotion and are 

presented the two models for describing emotions and a summary of the physiological signals and 

methods used in studies in the field of emotion recognition systems. Chapter 3, fulfills the first 

objective of the work, where the data collection protocol is described and the database of the 

physiological signals obtained is characterized. The last three objectives of the work are explored in 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In Chapter 4, the methodology and implementation used to build the 

emotional model are described, and in Chapter 5 are presented the results from the exploratory data 

analysis and classification by the emotional model. Chapter 6, summarizes the results and 

conclusions obtained previously, contextualization of applications of the proposed emotional model, 

and improvements for future work. 
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2. Background 

2.1 Definition of Emotion 

The beginning of the evolution of the emotion concept was in 1872 with the Expression of the 

Emotions in Man and Animals by Charles Darwin. Darwin defined emotions as feelings caused by 

external states and not caused by bodily states, and this was a starting point to many other theorists 

that later preferred to adopt behavioral and physiological definitions of emotion [13]. Besides that, he 

identified similarities between emotional responses in human and non-human animals, which later 

led to emotions being seen as responses to individual survival [14]. 

In 1884 William James suggested that the experience of certain emotions is the result of particular 

changes in behavioral and physiological responses [15]. Some of these responses are easily 

identifiable by humans, such as the variation of heart rate, sweating of the hands, relaxation or 

tension in the muscles, smiling, etc., and James defined them as “coarser emotions: fear, rage, grief, 

love, in which everyone recognizes a strong organic reverberation”. However, he also mentioned 

that there are more subtle emotional responses, which human beings cannot easily identify [6]. 

Supporting James’ theory, in a biological view, Lange defined emotion explicitly as a cardiovascular 

response “We owe … the emotional side of our mental life, our joys and sorrows, our happy and 

unhappy hours, to our vasomotor system.” [6] and Dewey stated “Emotion is a mode of behavior, 

which is purposive, or has an intellectual content. […] Certain movements, formerly useful, are 

reduced to tendencies to action or to attitudes, and when instinctively aroused into action, serve as 

means for realizing ends.” [14]. 

Afterward, Walter Cannon declared that physiological responses were the consequence, not the 

cause, of emotional processes, and that physiological responses were too undifferentiated to account 

for the variety of distinct emotional feeling states [15]. 

Some theorists believe that emotions are processes and actions that are used intentionally by the 

body in cases of survival. In this field stands out the concept of motivation and James had concluded 

some statements about the difference between emotion and motivation. On the one hand, motivation, 

which included instincts, comprises mandatory actions triggered by stimuli from the environment, 

defined by limbic circuits, and can go beyond bodily changes including relationships with objects and 

other animals. On the other hand, even though any stimulus that induces an instinct also induces an 

emotion, the emotional response ends in the subject's body [6]. 

Despite the many definitions and theories around this concept, emotions are considered to be related 

to the nervous system and that in emotional situations the body reacts, undergoing some changes, 

which may be behavioral, physiological, or even conscious experience. 

 

2.1.1 Discrete and Dimensional Models 

Besides the different definitions of emotion, there is also a conflict in its nature. The two theories that 

try to explain it are the discrete and dimensional models. 
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The discrete model assumes that it is only possible to experience one emotion at a time, there is a 

limited number of them, and that basic emotions were formed throughout human evolution and are 

born with us [16]. 

Over the years, the list of discrete emotions has changed according to the theorist who defined them. 

Descartes defined a list of emotions including wonder, love, joy, desire, hate, and sadness, however, 

later, Ekman defined six basic emotions, happy, sad, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust. In 1980, 

Plutchik proposed a wheel of discrete emotions (Figure 1) with eight basic emotions in the center 

(joy, trust, fear, surprise, sadness, disgust, anger, and anticipation), represented with a darker tone, 

thus the most intense ones; and in the flower blooms, emotions are illustrated with a lighter tone 

meaning they are weaker [2], [6]. 

Overall, the discrete model describes emotions qualitatively. However, for more complex emotions 

or even for situations with mixed emotions this description is not enough. To overcome this difficulty 

the dimensional model describes them quantitatively. In the dimensional model, emotions are seen 

as combinations of fundamental dimensions and cognitive processes [16]. Some of these dimensions 

are valence, arousal, which in some theories is divided into tension arousal and energy arousal, and 

approach-avoidance [6]. In the context of emotions, arousal refers to the strength of the emotional 

experience, therefore, related to excitement-calmness in energy arousal, and tension-relaxation in 

tension arousal. If no discrimination is made, arousal ranges from passive to active [2]. Valence 

refers to the degree of pleasure (positive) and displeasure (negative) associated with emotion, and 

approach-avoidance is related to the motivation to approach or avoid certain stimuli [16], [17]. 

Although there is no consensus on the number of dimensions to define emotions, all theories agree 

that their number is limited and the most common dimensions in this model are valence and arousal 

[18]. This model also encompasses theories that believe that some types of emotions are the result 

of construction processes such as perception, attention, and memory, which combined and under 

the influence of social and linguistic factors, give meaning to emotions [16]. 

Recently, a combination of the two models was proposed, by assigning specific dimensions to each 

discrete emotion, and graphically representing the discrete emotions in the corresponding 

dimensional space (Figure 2) [16]. For example, sadness has negative valence and low arousal 

(passive) whereas, anger has negative valence and high arousal (active) [2]. 

Figure 1 - Plutchik’s wheel of emotions [2]. 
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2.2 Emotion Recognition 

In our daily life, in a social environment, identifying the emotions of those around us doesn't require 

great steps and methods, it is simpler, we only use our capacity of perception. However, in emotion 

recognition, which aims to automatically classify the human’s emotional state [19], there is a set of 

steps to perform so that it is possible from a signal to identify the subject's emotional state. Beginning 

with data collection until emotion identification, relevant features are extracted, data is selected if the 

dimension is large, and classifiers are implemented [20]. The classification, being the final step of 

emotion recognition, uses the selected features and the correspondent emotion to learn and, later, 

predict emotions of other feature data. 

Initially, the studies were based on the discrete model and the emotions mostly used were happiness, 

sadness, fear and anger. However, with the evolution of dimensional models, studies also started to 

investigate this approach. The main difference, when compared to discrete, is that there is a focus 

on the quantification of emotions, and for that reason are used dimensions such as valence, arousal, 

liking, dominance, and approach-avoidance. According to the studies done so far, the dimensions 

that best define emotions are valence and arousal, hence they are the most used in these studies. 

The other dimensions only encompass small variations in emotion hence they are less significant. 

In both approaches, it is common to use classifiers to identify emotions, however, using different 

prediction approaches. In the discrete model, the classifier predicts a discrete emotion like sadness 

or joy, whereas, in the dimensional model, it predicts a label related to the dimension, like negative 

valence and low arousal (characteristics of e.g. sadness).  

In addition to the divergence in the approach of describing emotions, studies can adopt two different 

strategies: subject dependent or subject independent. On subject dependent, it is assumed that each 

person feels an emotion differently, so that the classification method should be adaptative in order 

to find individual dependencies. On subject independent, it is assumed that the main emotional 

process is similar between subjects, so the algorithm is general and tries to find the key 

characteristics that describe the emotional process [2]. 

Figure 2 - 2D emotion space model [2]. 
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2.2.1 Physiological Signals 

The performance of the emotion recognition systems is highly correlated to the ability of the 

classifiers to correctly identify the emotion, and it depends on several factors that go from the type 

of data to the chosen classification method. Consequently, it is crucial to understand the data and to 

define the processing strategy that may better describe the emotional physiological process. 

Different types of data can be collected to proceed to the identification of the subject's emotions. One 

is related to emotions self-assessment by filling questionnaires and the other to signals of the human 

body [21]. In the field of signals, two types stand out, one referring to physical signals and the other 

to physiological signals. 

Some examples of physical signals are facial expressions, voice, posture, gestures, among others. 

Although they are easily collected and subsequently identified, stand out the disadvantage of being 

easily controlled by the human being, which leads to misrepresentation of the true emotional state 

[2]. Despite being the first signals used in this area, due to its disadvantage, they started to be used 

as ground truth and confirm the emotion identified by the computational method. Self-assessment 

questionnaires also serve as guidance, since they share the disadvantage of physical signals and 

other two that are related to the difficulty of some people to identify their emotional state and to the 

social influence that may induce the subject to unconsciously answer to what the society is expected 

to answer. 

On the other hand, physiological signals, that are a result of the (involuntary) autonomic nervous 

system, are difficult to control and for that reason are more reliable. Although in the past, the 

acquisition of these signals could be intrusive due to certain sensors and electrodes, with the great 

evolution of wearable technologies in the 90s, the intrusiveness was diminished and nowadays the 

acquisition of physiological signals is easier and more comfortable to the subject [22]. The most used 

physiological signals are electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electrodermal 

activity (EDA), electromyogram (EMG), and respiration (RSP), where the target position of the 

sensors is represented in Figure 3 [21]. The following sections describe these physiological signals 

and some of the features and methods that are used in emotion recognition studies. The tables that 

summarize the emotion recognition studies’ information are available online1. 

 
1 https://github.com/carolinafalves/Repository_CarolinaAlves.git 

Figure 3 - Physiological signals: electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram (EMG), respiration 

(RSP), galvanic skin response (GSR), and electrocardiogram (ECG). (Adapted from [2]) 

https://github.com/carolinafalves/Repository_CarolinaAlves.git
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Electroencephalogram (EEG) 

Electroencephalography is an electrophysiological noninvasive technique to record the electrical 

activity of the human brain. The EEG signal is composed of five frequency ranges namely: alpha, 

beta, delta, gamma, and theta, that are highly related to human emotional states [21], [23]. The use 

of EEG to identify emotions began in 1924 with the psychiatrist Hans Berger [21], and since then, 

several studies have been using different features and methods to obtain them. 

According to [2], the most common features extracted from the EEG, in emotional recognition, are 

the power spectral density (PSD) [24], [25], the differential entropy (DE) [23], and intrinsic mode 

functions (IMF) [26], [27]. Briefly, the PSD is usually computed using the Short Time (STFT) or Fast 

(FFT) Fourier Transform, the DE is equivalent to the logarithmic power spectral density for a fixed 

length EEG sequence, and the IMF's may be computed using the Empirical (EMD) or Variational 

(VMD) mode decomposition. 

There are a variety of methods to process and analyze the EEG signals that can be implemented 

according to the purpose of the study. To evaluate the level of valence and arousal, a Fast Fourier 

Transform or latency test can be used. To evaluate a specific emotion statistical methods or machine 

learning techniques can be considered [21]. Regarding the classifiers, most studies use in the 

machine learning approaches, the Support Vector Machine (SVM), and in deep learning, different 

types of neural networks. 

Some of the advantages of using the EEG signals are related to its strong objectivity and to the easy 

acquisition using wearable EEG headset. However, it is also reported that is difficult to separate 

these signals from the background noise. 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) 

The electrocardiography is a noninvasive technique to record the electrical activity of the heart. The 

ECG signal is characterized by the presence of waves, namely: P, Q, R, S, T, and U, and each one 

of them is related to specific heart activity.  

The QRS complex, the part of the ECG comprised by the Q, R, and S waves, defines the activation 

of the heart related to the human emotional state and has variant sensitivity to some specific 

emotions. For instance, it was reported that it is easier to recognize sadness than joy [21]. Some of 

the features related to this complex and used in emotion recognition are the R wave duration, QRS 

p-p amplitude, R wave amplitude, QRS wave area, and RR intervals [20], [28], [29].  

The statistical features include energy, mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, kurtosis, 

skewness, and entropy. Part of studies use these features to analyze the heart rate variability (HRV), 

and also frequency domain features like the LF power, HF power, and the ratio of LF/HF [28]. The 

most common methods to obtain frequency domain features are the Continuous (CWT) and Discrete 

(DWT) Wavelet Transform, and the most used classifiers are the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), the 

SVM, and neural networks. 

Most of the studies found using the ECG signal, relied on the discrete approach, except for [30], 

which explored the dimensional approach and used the coefficients obtained through the matching 

pursuit (MP) method as features, and deep learning methods to identify emotions. 
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Electrodermal activity (EDA) 

The EDA is a measurement of the electrical parameters of the human skin. The emotional changes 

induce sweat reactions, mostly on hands, and this variation leads to the change of electrical 

resistance of the skin [21]. 

The EDA raw signal contains two types of activity: tonic and phasic. The tonic activity depends on 

the skin hydration level, dryness, and this is what leads to the changes in conductivity. The phasic 

activity is related to short-term peaks of the galvanic skin response (GSR) and is highly dependent 

on the sympathetic nervous system [21]. 

The most common features extracted are in the time and frequency domains, such as mean, median, 

standard deviation, average amplitude, average duration, maximum amplitude, and also in some 

studies are computed the wavelet coefficients [31]–[33]. The methods of obtaining them are similar 

to those mentioned above for the ECG, as they are the similar features of different signals. Regarding 

the classifiers, the review studies used the SVM, in the discrete approach, and the Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) and the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), in the dimensional approach. 

The main advantages when using the EDA signal are that the data collection equipment is simpler 

and cheaper, the number of electrodes is reduced, the acquisition is easy, and that the signal is 

easily processed, not requiring much computational power. 

Respiration (RSP) 

The RSP signal allows obtaining the respiratory rate, which contains very useful information about 

emotional states [21]. According to [34], using the dimensional approach, high arousal is related to 

high respiration frequency and low arousal to low frequency. 

Some of the features that can be extracted are the mean, the standard deviation, the maximum and 

minimum of the respiratory rate, and the PSD [35]. The reviewed literature, when using the features 

mentioned, was based on the discrete approach; while the study that based on the dimensional 

approach, used a deep learning method, the Sparse Auto-Encoder (SAE) to compute the features, 

and the logistic regression to classify the emotional states [34]. 

One of the major disadvantages of breathing is that although it depends on the emotional state it 

also depends on many other factors such as the movement of the human body, the person's fatigue, 

the temperature and humidity of the environment, among others, which leads to this signal be more 

sensitive and lead to misidentifications, hence less used [21]. 

Electromyogram (EMG) 

The electromyography is a technique to record the electrical potential generated by muscle cells. 

The most frequent analysis is made to facial expressions because according to Ekman and Friese it 

may exist a dependency between simple emotions and facial expressions. The most often target 

facial muscles are frontalis, corrugator supercilii, levator labii superioris, zygomaticus major, and 

orbicularis oculi. 

The features extracted from the EMG signals are those of higher-order statistics (HOS), including 

skewness and kurtosis, and statistical parameters such as normalized signals, the standard deviation 

of the raw signal, and mean of the absolute value of the first or  the second difference [2], [36]. Many 

other studies were based on the wavelet coefficients obtained using different types of the Wavelet 

Transform (WT) method [37]–[39].  

According to [21], the EMG is a good choice to detect strong emotions and is less suitable to identify 

small modifications of intensity within one emotion. 
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2.3 Applications 

The identification of emotions has become very relevant in the most diverse areas such as robotics, 

marketing, entertainment, psychology, education, and medicine [21], [40]. 

Focusing on education, it is reported that students' emotions play an important role in the learning 

environment both in the classroom and e-learning [41], hence the need to create and adapt the 

methodologies that best suit the student to achieve higher academic performance. Parameters like 

excitement, disturbance, and the movement of eyes and head, may be used to infer meaningful 

information of the emotional state of the student. This analysis allows understanding, for example, 

whether the environment or the learning methodology is bothering the student, and if this happens, 

the teacher can adapt the methods or even the topics to make the whole learning method more 

appealing [41]. 

In the field of psychology, numerous mental disorders can be favored by emotion recognition systems 

including bipolar disorder, borderline personality disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, 

schizophrenia, and depression [42]. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [10], 

depression affects more than 261 million people worldwide. It is characterized by persistent sadness 

and a lack of interest or pleasure in previously rewarding or enjoyable activities. In this sense, the 

identification of emotions may be able to assist in early diagnosis (e.g. if there is a prevalence of 

negative emotions), and in the treatment in which, over time, the patient is aware of his/her true 

mental state and can see the own evolution. 

Another type of disorder where emotion recognition systems can help is the autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD), which translates into a developmental disability that can cause significant social, 

communication, and behavioral challenges [43]. According to the WHO [11], one in 160 children 

worldwide has an ASD. People diagnosed with ASD often have problems in communicating with 

others and consequently, they have some difficulty in understanding other people’s feelings or talking 

about their feelings. With the help of emotion recognition systems, people with ASD might have the 

chance to understand their and others’ emotional states, which is very important to work towards 

overcoming communication problems. For example, these systems can be incorporated into patients' 

ongoing therapies, or even into their daily lives. 

Incorporating emotion recognition systems in classrooms, therapies, or even in people’s daily lives, 

can improve people’s emotional health and well-being. These systems can incorporate the solution 

to fulfill one of the sustainable goals of the United Nations (UN), which aims to ensure a healthy life 

and promote the well-being of all people ('good health and well-being') [12].
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3. EMOTE data collection 

The success of the emotion recognition models relies on the ability to identify the user’s emotional 

state with good performance [44]. In addition to choosing the proper approach in the construction of 

the emotional model, it is of utmost importance to gather a large set of data, with high-quality signals, 

so that the model has sufficient and representative data for the development and validation 

processes [44], [45]. In this work, a dedicated experimental protocol was designed which lead to the 

creation of a multimodal emotion database of physiological signals using movies as a stimulus. 

This chapter presents the different components of the experimental protocol designed to address the 

need to create a database of physiological signals for distinct emotional states. Section 3.1 presents 

the case study, including the objective and some factors that influenced the protocol’s design. 

Section 3.2 presents the step of recruitment of participants and the inclusion criteria, and Section 3.3 

describes the stimuli and questionnaires, including the main characteristics of the stimulation method 

and the description of the used questionnaires. Section 3.4 presents the setup, with all the equipment 

used, and Section 3.5 details the experimental protocol, including the procedure before, during, and 

after data collection. Finally, Section 3.6 presents the multimodal emotion database, describing the 

participants' characteristics, an evaluation of the questionnaires’ responses, and global 

considerations regarding the acquired physiological signals. 

The proposed protocol was approved by the Conselho de Ética e Deontologia da Universidade de 

Aveiro and by the delegate for the data protection affairs, with evaluation approval 12-CED/2020. 

 

3.1 Case Study 

The main goal of the study was to record physiological signals while the participant was induced to 

experience different emotional states by the visualization of movie excerpts. To guarantee a high-

quality database, with which it is possible to carry out several analyses, the protocol’s design was 

conceptualized to maximize the entire process by extracting as much information as possible and 

answering three relevant questions: 

• What is the physiological description of an emotion? 

Our physiological response varies with the emotional state [2]. Certain emotions have more impact 

on some physiological signals than others. Understanding which physiological signals are associated 

with each emotion or each dimension is essential to adapt the acquisition signal to the intended goal. 

• How is the transition between emotions? 

Throughout the day, the user’s emotional state may vary [46]. Understand how the emotional 

transitions behave in physiological signals may have diverse applications, such as the early 

identification of emotions. 

• Is the emotional response similar between days? 

External factors can lead to different physiological responses to the same emotion on distinct days 

[46]. For the computational models to be able to recognize emotions on different days, it is necessary 

to understand how the emotional response fluctuates in physiological signals. 

To accomplish these questions, the data acquisition of physiological signals was planned to be 

collected in two sessions, with a minimum time separation of one week. The movie excerpts used 

were validated in a previous systematic study, where each excerpt was rated according to its 
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intensity. The participant watched three sequential movie types, effective to induce three different 

emotions: fear (F), happiness (H), and neutral (N). The definition of a neutral condition is essential 

to describe the emotional “zero” condition, while fear and happiness are associated with negative 

and positive emotions, respectively. 

In each session, the ECG, the EDA, and the EMG of the frontalis (EMG MF) and trapezius (EMG 

TR) muscles of the participant were continuously recorded. The selection of the physiological signals 

to acquire took into consideration the literature results concerning the ability of the signals (1) to vary 

according to an emotional state, (2) being used in a classification scheme exhibiting high 

performance, and (3) to be easily recorded to avoid an uncomfortable acquisition experience to the 

participant. Concerning the EMG, several options could have been considered. For example, the 

EMG acquired on a zygomatic muscle, was initially considered to be acquired. However, it was left 

out of the protocol due to the mandatory use of a facial mask (following the COVID-19 restrictions) 

and the possibility of conflict with the facial sensors just below the cheekbone of the participant. 

The ecological validity implies collecting data in the usual or standard participant environment. 

However, there is not still a clear description of the correct procedure to evaluate emotional state. 

So, in the present protocol, lab conditions were used. To guarantee a more comfortable and real 

reaction of the participants, nonintrusive sensors were selected. An emotional response is directly 

related to sensorial input, so that all sensorial inputs should be elicited to maximize the emotional 

response [47]. Since this is not feasible in an experimental setup, in this study a visual and auditory 

sensorial input was elicited, by movie presentation. 

 

3.2 Recruitment of participants and inclusion criteria 

The recruitment of participants was carried out via invitation and divulgation of the experiment by 

email and personally. A given participant was included in the study if fulfilling the following criteria: 

• Age between 18-35 years old; 

• Normal or corrected-to-normal vision; 

• No psychological or psychiatric diagnosed disorder; 

• No physical condition that could impact the experiment (e.g. cardiac arrhythmia); 

• No medication that could impact the experiment or that may be indicative of a psychological 

or psychiatric disorder (e.g. anti-depressives). 

To access this information, the participants were asked to answer a sociodemographic questionnaire 

(described in Section 3.3), and according to their responses, the participants' selection was 

performed. 

The participants included in the study were contacted and again informed of their voluntary 

participation and of the possibility to quit the experiment at any time. Participants were also asked to 

avoid caffeinated beverages or experience intense physical exercise one hour before the experiment, 

thus avoiding some external factors that could influence the physiological responses. 
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3.3 Stimuli and Questionnaires 

Movie excerpts from horror, comedy, and documentary movies were used to elicit fear (F), happiness 

(H), and the neutral (N) state, respectively. It is known that each participant has its variability of 

physiological response [48] and so every experimental session began with the baseline assessment 

while the participant was presented with a neutral documentary of 5 minutes duration. In the first 

session (Figure 4), each emotion was elicited with an emotional set of 3 or more movie excerpts 

(average duration of 3 min each), totalizing 10 min of stimulation. The movie excerpts within each 

emotional set were ordered ascendingly according to their emotional intensity so that the emotional 

experience was increasing over time. 

The first session had a video sequence totalizing 35 minutes of duration (Figure 4), contrasting with 

the 50 minutes for the second session (Figure 5). The second session was designed to record 

emotional responses to the stimulus presented in the first session as well as to the new stimulus. As 

shown in Figure 5, each emotional set totalized 15 minutes divided into 5 minutes of repeated 

excerpts (from the first session) followed by 10 minutes of new excerpts. The repeated videos allow 

the evaluation of the emotional response to the same stimulus on different days while the new videos 

evaluate the emotional response to the different stimuli of the same emotion. Moreover, the transition 

from the repeated to the new video excerpts adds the element of surprise to the experiment of each 

participant. 

The minimum number of participants in the study was set as that allowing an equal counting of 

participants per emotional sequence. With the three emotional states (F, H and N) being ordered in 

different manners, six emotional sequences were considered (FHN, FNH, HFN, HNF, NFH, and 

NHF), each one with at least 5 participants, setting 30 as the minimum for this study. For each 

participant the order of the sequence was set the same for both sessions, to allow their comparison. 

To assess the participants' characteristics and emotional states, 4 types of questionnaires (available 

online2) were applied based on sociodemographic characteristics, on the Toronto Alexithymia Scale 

(TAS-20), on the State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA), and on the Visual 

 
2 https://github.com/carolinafalves/Repository_CarolinaAlves.git 

Figure 4 - Sequence of movie excerpts for session 1. 

Figure 5 - Sequence of movie excerpts for session 2, highlighting the excerpts repeated from the first session 
(blue) and the new excerpts (white). 

https://github.com/carolinafalves/Repository_CarolinaAlves.git
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Analog Scale (VAS). Each questionnaire was used for a specific function and at a particular time in 

the study, as shown in Figure 6. 

The sociodemographic questionnaire was used to select the participants, that is why it was the first 

to be answered. It includes multiple variables, such as age, gender, nationality, education, questions 

related to the health restrictions presented in the inclusion criteria of the participants (Section 3.2), 

and related to personal habits like drinking coffee and playing exercise. 

The TAS-20 is a self-assessment instrument for assessing the alexithymia construct in its three 

dimensions: difficulty identifying feelings, difficulty describing feelings to others, and outwardly 

oriented thinking style [49]. The questionnaire consists of 20 statements to which the participant must 

respond with a degree of agreement with them, between 1 and 5 (1-Totally Disagree e 5-Fully Agree). 

This participant's report has the main goal of detecting participants that have difficulty in identifying 

their emotions, which can compromise the self-assessment of their emotional state during sessions. 

This questionnaire was answered only in the first session.  

The STICSA is a self-report instrument to assess cognitive and somatic dimensions of trait and state 

anxiety [50]. The questionnaire is composed of several different affirmations regarding symptoms 

associated with anxiety, to which the participants should indicate how they feel on a scale between 

1 to 4 (1-Never and 4-A lot). To assess the anxiety trait, the participant must answer how they usually 

feel, however, for the state they must report how they feel at a specific moment. The state is 

particularly interesting and informative for days when data is collected. Understanding how the 

participant feels at the beginning of the session may indicate or justified the answers in VAS 

questionnaires, and the physiological response of emotions. Thus, the STICSA-Trait questionnaire 

was answered only once at the beginning of the first session, but the STICSA-State questionnaire 

was answered at the beginning of both sessions. 

The last questionnaire, based on the VAS, was designed to the participant self-assess their 

emotional state before (VAS-Pre) and after (VAS-Pos) viewing the video excerpts in both sessions. 

The purpose of the VAS-Pre was to detect the initial emotional state and, like the STICSA-State, to 

help explain specific characteristics of physiological signals. The VAS-Pos attended to assess the 

final participants’ emotional state. Also, it was used to assess how the participants feel in the different 

movie sets, by recall memory. The questionnaire is divided into two parts. Firstly, it presents a scale 

from 0 to 100% regarding anxiety, happiness, fear, and stress. Then, the valence and arousal 

dimensions are introduced, in which the participant must answer on a scale of -5 to 5. Considering 

that not all participants may be familiar with the valence arousal terms, the scheme in Figure 7 was 

used to help clarifying these two concepts, in which low arousal and negative valence correspond to 

the minimum of the scale (-5), and high arousal and positive valence correspond to the maximum 

(5). The major goal of the VAS-Pos questionnaire was to understand the effectiveness of emotional 

induction. 

Figure 6 - Sequence of questionnaires throughout the study. 
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3.4 Materials and Setup 

The physiological signals were acquired using the 4-channel biosignalsplux, from the Biosignalsplux 

Explorer Research Kit. This device collects the signals using sensors and transmits them via 

Bluetooth to the computer where they are visualized and stored [51]. As illustrated in Figure 8, the 

biosignalsplux hub acquires 4 signals making use of 5 sensors, namely 2 EMG sensors (one for 

EMG MF and the other to EMG TR), 1 EDA sensor, 1 ECG sensor, and an additional lead ground 

cable to serve as a reference to the sensors. Typically, each sensor has two electrodes, one red and 

another black, corresponding to the positive and negative electrodes, respectively. There are also 

reference electrodes, identified in Figure 8 in white. 

To ensure that the collected data had no variations associated with the placement of the electrodes, 

it was particularly important to define their exact position and reproduce this protocol in all 

experiments. Based on BiosignalsPlux Guidelines and other studies that used the same signals, the 

position of each electrode followed the following instructions: 

• EMG MF: the red electrode placed in the medial zone of the frontalis muscle and the black 

electrode in the lateral zone, as indicated in Figure 9.A); 

• EMG TR: both electrodes placed in the middle trapezius, with the red electrode closer to the 

upper trapezius, as indicated in Figure 9.B); 

Figure 7 - Scheme of arousal (left) and valence (right) dimensions used in the explanation of these concepts 

to the participants, on a -5 to 5 scale used in the VAS questionnaire. 

Figure 8 - Connection diagram of acquisition sensors to the 
4-channel biosignalsplux hub. 
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• EDA: the red electrode placed above the thenar eminence and the black electrode above 

the distal palmar, as indicated in Figure 9.C); 

• ECG: the ground truth electrode placed around 2 centimeters above the pelvis bone, and 

the red and black electrodes below the ribs, with the red one, shifted to the right and the 

black one to the left, as indicated in Figure 9.D); 

• Reference: the single electrode placed above the clavicle on the left side of the body, as 

indicated in Figure 9.D).  

All experiments were conducted at the Instituto de Engenharia Electrónica e Informática de Aveiro 

(IEETA, http://www.ieeta.pt) at University of Aveiro (UA, https://www.ua.pt), in a room prepared 

specifically for data collection. The surfaces in the room (tables and shelves) were all cleared out to 

minimize (as much as possible) external interference in the participant's experience. As presented 

in Figure 10, the equipment was placed in a corner of the room, the existing window was covered to 

minimize the visual external stimuli and the headphones were used to reduce external auditory 

stimuli. Also, a second computer was needed to control what was seen by the participant in his/her 

monitor, in addition to the computer that was connected to the biosignalsplux hub and where was 

installed the platform of visualization and acquisition of the signals, Opensignals (not shown in Figure 

10). The second computer was also used to participants answer the questionnaires, through the 

monitor to avoid sharing of the equipment. 

Figure 9 - Electrode placement scheme for each sensor: A) EMG MF, B) EMG TR, C) EDA, and D) 
ECG and Reference. 

http://www.ieeta.pt/
https://www.ua.pt/
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3.5 Experimental Procedure 

Before the participant arrival, it is necessary to ensure that all equipment is ready for use: 

• Turn on the computers and the monitor; 

• Open Opensignals on computer I; 

• Open questionnaires and the movie excerpts on computer II; 

• Place electrodes on sensors; 

• Connect the headphones to computer II. 

As soon as the participant arrives at the collection room, but before data collection, it is explained 

how the experiment will be conducted, he/she is prepared for the acquisition of physiological signals 

and some needed questionnaires are answered. The procedure is the following: 

• Thank their participation and reinforce that they can give up from the study at any time; 

• Inform how the experiment will be conducted and how their data will be used; 

• Sign the informed consent; 

• Place the sensors on the participant, according to the instructions of Figure 9, except for the 

EDA sensor that is only placed after answering the initial questionnaires; 

• Lead the participant to sit on the chair near the monitor, and ask him/her to answer the initial 

questionnaires: STICSA-Trait, TAS-20, STICSA-State, and VAS-Pre; 

• Make sure that the participant understands all questions and if there is any doubt, clarify it; 

• When the participant finishes answering, place the EDA sensor and the headphones; 

• Turn on the biosignals hub; 

• Update the sensor on the Opensignals, define 1000 Hz for the sampling rate and start 

recording; 

• Check if all sensors are well placed and if the acquisition track is ok; 

• Open the movie excerpts’ sequence and adjust the sound volume to 50 (on computer scale); 

• Ask the participant to relax and to be as attentive as possible to the videos; 

While the participant is viewing the excerpts, it is necessary to use the trigger to record the moments 

when there are set transitions. The five moments are: 

• Beginning of baseline video; 

• End of baseline video and Beginning of the Emotional Set I; 

• End of Emotional Set I and Beginning of the Emotional Set II; 

Figure 10 - Experimental setup. 
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• End of Emotional Set II and Beginning of the Emotional Set III; 

• End of Emotional Set III; 

As soon as the stimulus ends, the participant answers the last VAS-Pos questionnaire, and the 

equipment is removed. The steps are: 

• Stop the acquisition of the physiological signals in Opensignals; 

• Turn off the biosignalsplux hub; 

• Remove the headphones and the EDA sensor; 

• Close movie excerpts; 

• Open the VAS-Pos questionnaire; 

• Ask the participant to answer the questionnaire and explain that the assessment of emotional 

state must be done using memory and to think about the most intense moment of each set; 

• When the participant finishes, ask to get up and remove the remaining electrodes carefully. 

If necessary, clean the skin of the participant; 

• Ask the participant if he/she knew any of the films and if so, point out which ones; 

• Thank again for the participation, and if it is the first session, schedule the second session. 

After the participant leaving, it is necessary to reorganize all the equipment and proceed to the 

disinfection of the entire room, following the order: 

• Open the window and the door to air the room; 

• Save the acquired physiological signals; 

• Close Opensignals; 

• Turn off the computers and the monitor; 

• Disinfect biosignalsplux hub, sensors, monitor, mouse, keyboard, and headphones; 

• Disinfect surfaces and chairs; 

• Store biosignalsplux hub, sensors, and headphones. 

 

3.6 Emotion MultimOdal daTabasE (EMOTE) 

The EMOTE is the acronymous for Emotion MultimOdal daTabasE where “emote” stands for “give 

emotion to, in a stage or movie role”. This dataset is composed of files with simultaneous 

physiological signals (EMG MF, EMG TR, EDA, and ECG, 1000 Hz of sampling rate) collected from 

30 emotionally stimulated participants in two sessions using movie excerpts. Each file contains an 

experimental setting (one participant in a given session) stored in a *.txt file. As the stimulation is 

continuous, each database file, also includes the moments of an emotional transition, marked with 

the trigger. Furthermore, information such as date and time of collection, sampling rate, number of 

channels used, the correspondent sensor, and color sleeve, are identified at the beginning of each 

file. 

At a sociodemographic level, the 30 recruited participants are aged between 18 and 25 years 

(21.45±1.35), consisting of 70% female and 30% male (Figure 11). Regarding their professional 

status, 90% are students, 7% are student-workers, and 3% have another status (Figure 11). When 

asked about habits: 77% of participants drink coffee and 23% do not drink, whereas 63% practice 

physical exercise and 37% do not practice. However, should be noted that on the hour before of 

acquisition, participants did not drink coffee or practice exercise. 

According to the participants' self-assessment, regarding their emotional state, while watching the 

videos, it can be concluded about the effectiveness of emotion stimulating and the variability of the 
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emotional experience of participants. Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of participants’ 

responses to the VAS-Pre questionnaire for session 1.  

Movie type 

(Emotion) 

Mean ± STD 

Anxiety 

[0,100] 

Happy 

[0,100] 

Fear 

[0,100] 

Stress 

[0,100] 

Arousal 

[-5,5] 

Valence 

[-5,5] 

Horror 

(Fear) 

66.55 ± 

19.17 

13.79 ± 

14.24 

56.21 ± 

23.84 

58.28 ± 

22.60 

2.28 ± 

2.48 

-1.79 ± 

1.94 

Comedy 

(Happiness) 

10.34 ± 

13.77 

73.10 ± 

14.41 

3.10 ± 

8.35 

6.55 ± 

12.11 

2.93 ± 

1.36 

3.72 ± 

1.08 

Documentary 

(Neutral) 

11.38 ± 

16.55 

48.28 ± 

22.90 

3.10 ± 

7.00 

7.24 ± 

11.11 

0.69 ± 

2.07 

1.76 ± 

1.75 

Table 1 - Results of the VAS-Pre questionnaire regarding the participants’ emotional state after emotion 
stimulation in session 1 (total number of participantes = 30). 

In the case of horror movies, the average of responses for fear rating was 56.21 ± 23.84 (on a 0-100 

scale), being above the middle of the scale, and thus considered that fear was stimulated. However, 

as can be seen, there was a high variability of answers that can be justified by the fact that some 

participants reported knowing some of the excerpts, and for that reason, their emotional experience 

may have been different. It should also be noted that participants reported high levels of anxiety and 

stress, which can be explained by the fact that horror movies may induce that kind of emotion. As for 

the valence and arousal dimensions, the classification is in accordance with the expected: positive 

arousal (2.28 ± 2.48) and negative valence (-1.79 ± 1.94). 

For comedy movies, the average of responses for happiness is 73.10 ± 14.41 (on a 0-100 scale), 

thus indicating that this emotion was properly stimulated. In this case, the variability of responses is 

smaller, which is indicative that most participants had more similar intensities of emotional response 

(in comparison to horror movies). Although they also reported knowing some of the showed excerpts, 

they were still effective. Regarding valence and arousal, as expected, participants reported positive 

arousal (2.93 ± 1.36) and positive valence (3.72 ± 1.08).  

Regarding documentaries, participants reported an average of 48.28 ± 22.90 for happiness. Despite 

the average value being less than 50, the standard deviation is quite high, indicating that the 

participants' emotional experiences were diversified and, therefore, for some of them, the emotional 

state neared a happy state. Regarding the assessment through dimensions, it was found that for 

arousal, participants reported values close to 0 (0.69 ± 2.07), which was the objective, and for 

valence, reported relatively higher intensities than expected (1.76 ± 1.75), which agrees with the 

answers through discrete emotions. Thus, can be concluded that the induction of neutral state was 

the least effective, with a great diversity of responses.  
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Figure 11 - Results of the sociodemographic questionnaire regarding age, gender, and professional situation 
(total number of participantes = 30). 
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4. Methodology and Implementation 

The execution of the experimental protocol allowed the creation of a diverse and extensive database 

now to be analysed. The following step was to design an emotional model that encompasses 

methods and techniques of accomplishing the final three goals of this work: understand which signals 

and features best describe emotions, construct and optimize an emotion identification system, and 

understand the impact of each model (discrete and dimensional) on emotion classification. 

The main steps that constitute the emotional model are: reading and data organization, feature 

extraction, feature selection, and classification (Figure 12). The model takes the physiological data 

that comes from the database (Section 3.6), composed by the EMG of medial frontalis (EMG MF), 

EMG of trapezius (EMG TR), EDA, and ECG, from session 1; and returns a final emotion 

identification of the three emotional states: fear, happiness and neutral.  

Each one of these steps has a specific purpose, and the combination of all has a great impact on the 

prediction of emotions by the optimized emotional model. Therefore, in the following sections, each 

step's purpose is detailed as well as the methods and implementations that were selected. For the 

implementation, Python (version 3.8.5) was chosen as the programming language being composed 

by variety of packages and functions that allowed the creation of the whole emotional model using 

only this language. 

 

4.1 Reading and data organization 

The first main step of the emotional model aims to organize the physiological data. The files created 

by the signal acquisition system contain different types of data, so it was important to design a data 

reading software. To automatically read all files, the function was designed to deal with possible 

irregularities, and their organization was planned so that in the rest of the work its accessibility was 

easy and fluid. 

Regarding irregularities, the function was designed to (1) detect which sensors were used, and if any 

do not have values, report the occurrence, (2) confirm the placement of the sensors, and if there is 

any modification, reorganize the data and (3) detect the triggers, and if there is more than what is 

supposed (a result of a reflection or anticipation of the transition), eliminate the additional one based 

on the time of the transitions. By incorporating these tests into the function, it was ensured that the 

data used were correct, belonging to the right signal and to the right induced emotion. 

With the data properly organized, the physiological signals were divided by participant and condition. 

Knowing the moment when there is a transition, through the trigger, it is possible to access the 

signals' data and divide them by condition (Baseline, F, H and N). That is, from the first trigger to the 

second, the signals always correspond to the baseline, from the second trigger to the third, 

corresponds to the first emotional state, and the division continues until the end. It should be noted 

that the order of the emotional states varied from participant to participant, therefore, this function 

Figure 12 - Sequence of main steps of the proposed emotional model. 
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also had to incorporate the sequence of each participant to match each condition to the right emotion 

and guaranty the correct association to the set of signals. 

The data was organized following the dictionary format, in which each participant is associated with 

the four conditions, and each condition is associated with the four physiological signals. The reading 

of all files was performed, and the resulting dictionary was saved so that it is only necessary set a 

given participant, condition, and physiological signal, to access the data. 

 

4.2 Feature Extraction 

The feature extraction encompasses the preprocessing of signals and the extraction of feature data 

that can be used in the classification step (Figure 13). Through the preprocessing, time series of 

features with reduced dimensionality are obtained, when compared to signals (smaller number of 

temporal observations). Then, their statistical characteristics are inspected to appropriately describe 

them through time and to reduce the computational cost in the emotional classification. Therefore, 

the final feature data are statistical metrics from the feature time series but with an even reduced 

dimensionality (a vector of features per set of signals/series). 

4.2.1 Preprocessing  

The preprocessing of physiological time series was implemented using the NeuroKit 2, a Python 

toolbox with advanced biosignals’ processing [52]. It contains specific functions to extract specific 

features of given physiological signals, so the preprocessing of each signal was performed 

independently. Following the logic of the reading function (described in Section 4.1), the 

preprocessing step was repeated for each signal, condition, and participant. 

Electromyogram (EMG) 

The preprocessing of EMG MF and EMG TR was performed using the same functions: 

nk.emg_clean, nk.emg_amplitude, and nk.emg_activation.  

The nk.emg_clean function cleans the EMG signal using a fourth-order 100 Hz highpass Butterworth 

filter and returns a vector of the filtered signal that is used by the other two functions. 

The nk.emg_amplitude takes the filtered signal and computes the amplitude by calculating the linear 

envelope of the signal. As the return, the function gives a vector containing the envelope amplitude. 

The nk.emg_activation detects onsets and offsets of the signal based on the amplitude threshold. 

Takes as parameters the cleaned signal, the sampling rate, and a method or threshold. In this case, 

the default method was not suitable, so it was chosen the method ‘biosppy’, in which the threshold 

corresponds to 1.2 times the mean of the absolute smoothed full-wave-rectified signal. As the return, 

it is obtained a dictionary with all the onsets and offsets of the activation moments. 

Figure 13 - Methodology of feature extraction step. 
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With the information of activation’s onsets and offsets was calculated the duration, the maximum 

peak amplitude, the average of amplitudes, and the area of the EMG activations. To complete the 

EMG feature data, it was also selected the envelope amplitudes of all activations. 

Electrodermal activity (EDA) 

In the preprocessing of the EDA signal, it was used the nk.eda_process and nk.eda_sympathetic 

functions.  

The nk.eda_process is a general function able to generate different types of data taking the raw 

signal, the sampling rate, and a method to define the processing pipeline, that in this case was the 

‘neurokit’. The function returns a dataframe of the same length as the signal, containing several 

columns with different features, and a dictionary, containing information of the Skin Conductance 

Response (SCR) peaks. From the dataframe, the selected features were the tonic and phasic 

components of the EDA and the amplitude of the SCR signal containing the tonic component. From 

the dictionary were selected the amplitude, rise time, and recovery time features. 

Regarding the nk.eda_sympathetic, the function takes the raw signal, the sampling rate, and the 

method ‘posada’ to compute the EDA indexes of the sympathetic nervous system normalized, 

obtained by dividing it by the total power, and not normalized. Since these two features are an index, 

they are not time series as the previous ones. 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) 

The preprocessing of the ECG signals takes the functions: nk.ecg_clean, nk.ecg_peaks, 

nk.ecg_delineate, nk.ecg_rate, and nk.hrv. 

The nk.ecg_clean cleans the signal and prepares it for R-peak detection. It takes the raw signal, the 

sampling rate, and the method that defines the processing pipeline used was the ‘neurokit’, based 

on the Butterworth filter. The function returns the clean ECG that is then used by the nk.ecg_peaks 

and the nk.ecg_delineate. 

The nk.ecg_peaks uses the clean signal and the sampling rate, and finds the R-peaks of the ECG 

signal using the default method ‘neurokit’. The result of the function is a dictionary that contains the 

samples at which R-peaks occur. 

The nk.ecg_delineate delineates the QRS complex using the cleaned signal, the sampling rate, and 

the dictionary from the nk.ecg_peaks. The function returns a dictionary containing all the peaks, and 

with the T wave offsets and peaks, it was calculated the half duration of the T wave. 

Lastly, the nk.ecg_rate takes the R-peaks and the sampling rate to calculate the instantaneous heart 

rate as a vector, and the nk.hrv takes the R-peaks and the sampling rate to compute the HRV indices 

in the time, frequency, and nonlinear domain. The function returns a dataframe with HRV features 

from all domains, represented by only one value and not time series as the previous functions. 

 

4.2.2 Feature Extraction 

The features associated with a given time series obtained in the preprocessing step (for a given data 

file) were then extracted. This allowed obtaining several features to represent a certain aspect of the 

physiological time series by a single number (e.g. mean, standard deviation, etc).  

The statistical metrics extracted from a given time series included the mean, the standard deviation, 

the variance, the skewness, and the kurtosis. All these metrics were calculated using functions from 

the NumPy module [53], in the case of the mean (np.nanmean), standard deviation (np.nanstd) and 

variance (np.nanvar), and from the statistical functions of the SciPy module (scipy.stats) [54], in the 

case of skewness (stats.skew) and kurtosis (stats.kurtosis). 
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The final feature data obtained in this step was saved in a dataframe and organized following the 

scheme of Figure 14, where each participant was divided into conditions and each condition divided 

into extracted features, now represented by single values and not time series. 

Stationarity Analysis 

The process of extracting statistical metrics from a time series assume that the the time series are a 

realization of a stationary stochastic process. This hypothesis was investigated through the 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF). The ADF tests if an unit root (that causes non-stationarity in trend) 

is present. The null hypothesis is that there is a unit root, which implies that the time series is a 

realization of a non-stationary process, against the alternative hypothesis stating that there is no unit 

root. Thus, it is a favorable decision if the resulting p-value is lower than the significance value so 

that the null hypothesis of non-stationarity is rejected [55]. 

The code available on [56] was used to implement the ADF test, and the package used was the 

Statsmodel [57], which provides functions for the estimation. The function to perform the test is called 

statsmodels.tsa.stattools.adfuller, and it returns the p-value of the test. The analysis of the results 

and the conclusions about the stationarity considered a 5% significance level. 

 

4.3 Feature Selection 

The feature selection step (Figure 15) is composed of a univariate and bivariate statistical analysis 

that allows the reduction of the dimensional space of the variables by removing redundant data. The 

univariate analysis intends to detect which features can distinguish at least one of the four conditions, 

and, consequently, understand which physiological signals are more related to each condition. The 

bivariate analysis intends to find patterns and relationships between pairs of features. Additionally, 

at the beginning of this step, a normality test is performed to evaluate the distribution of each feature. 

 

Figure 14 – Representation of the organization of feature data in a dataframe. 

Figure 15 - Methodology of feature selection step. 
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4.3.1 Normality Test 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is based on the maximum vertical difference between the 

empirical and hypothetical cumulative distribution. Considering H(x) the hypothetical distribution, and 

F(x) the distribution estimated for the data samples, the null hypothesis states that the two 

distributions are identical H(x) = F(x) for all x, which means that data follow a specific distribution, 

whereas the alternative hypothesis states that H(x) ≠ F(x) for at least one value of x, meaning that 

data does not follow a specific distribution [58], [59]. 

The KS test was implement with the function stats.kstest from the SciPy module [54], which takes 

the samples and the type of distribution to test, which in this case was the normal distribution (‘norm’), 

and performs the test, returning the p-value. If the p-value is higher than the significance value of 5% 

then the null hypothesis is not rejected, and one can consider that data comes from a normal 

distribution. 

In addition to the KS test, the normality was investigated through the plots generated by the 

sns.ecdfplot function from the Seaborn module [60] that computes the cumulative distribution of a 

given data. The final plot shows the cumulative distribution calculated by the function for the data 

and the normal distribution with parameters from the data. Through this, it was possible to visualize 

the vertical difference between the two distributions and to inspect the normality assumption. 

Both analyses were performed to set of samples for each feature in the four conditions. The results 

varied from feature to feature and also from condition to condition, having features where data 

followed a normal distribution for one condition and not for another. 

 

4.3.2 Univariate Statistical Analysis 

Each feature has values associated with the four conditions of each participant (Figure 14). 

Considering conditions as groups, each one is represented by all participants, meaning this that 

groups are not independent and there is a relationship between them. Thus, to execute the univariate 

analysis, the most indicated type of ANOVA was the Repeated Measures ANOVA (RM ANOVA). 

The RM ANOVA is similar to one-way ANOVA, however, the groups are related and not independent. 

The goal of this analysis is to detect significant differences between the means of the groups, that is 

if there are one or more groups that are significantly different from the rest [61]. It requires a 

continuous dependent variable and a categorical independent variable, which in this case were the 

feature samples and the four conditions (groups), respectively. 

The assumptions for the RM ANOVA are that the dependent variable should be continuous and 

normally distributed (which was inspected by KS test), that the samples between subjects are 

independent, and that variances are homogeneous among groups (meaning that variances must be 

equal between groups - the assumption of sphericity) [62], [63]. For the variables that were not 

normally distributed (rejecting the KS null hypothesis) a non-parametric test was used, described 

further below. 

The null hypothesis states that the expected value of each group are equal, and the alternative 

hypothesis states that at least two groups are statistically different, which means that one group's 

expected value is different from that of another group. Thus, if the p-value is less than the significance 

level of 5% then the null hypothesis is rejected and at least the expected value of one group is 

statistically different from that of the remaining groups. This indicates that at least one condition 

stands out from the rest and that the feature might be able to descriminate emotional states. 
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The F-statistic for the RM ANOVA is: 

𝐹 =  
𝑀𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑀𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

 

with 𝑀𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 being the mean sum of squares for conditions and the 𝑀𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 being the mean sum 

of squares for error [63].  

The advantage of using the RM ANOVA instead of the convencional ANOVA is that the groups are 

represented by the same participants so there is no subject variability, which decreases the 𝑀𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 

and increases the F-statistic. 

This analysis was performed with the function pingouin.rm_anova from the Pingouin module [64]. 

The function takes the data and it was defined the dependent variable, that are the features, the 

within factor, that are the conditions, and the subject, that are the participants. Besides performing 

the RM ANOVA, the function also computes the Mauchly’s test to evaluate the sphericity and 

determine if the p-value must be corrected or not. Thus, the function returns the p-value of the RM 

ANOVA, the F-statistic of RM ANOVA, the p-value of the Mauchly’s test, and the Greenhouse-

Geisser corrected p-value of RM ANOVA. Every time that the p-value of the sphericity test is higher 

than the significant level of 5%, the p-value of RM ANOVA considered to the analysis was the 

corrected one. 

Regarding the normality assumption, for cases where the null hypothesis of normality was rejected, 

the Friedman test was applied. The Friedman test, unlike ANOVA, is a non-parametric test that can 

be applied to cases where normality is not assured. It is the alternative to the RM ANOVA, so it is 

very similar and tests exhibit similar null and alternative hypothesis [65]. 

The implementation of the Friedman test used the function pingouin.friedman, also from the Pingouin 

module [64], and takes the same parameters as the pingouin.rm_anova, but does not compute the 

statistical correction. It returns the F-value and p-value of the Friedman test and when the p-value is 

lower than the significant level of 5% then the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning that at least one 

group is statistically different from the remaining ones. 

To complement the analysis of RM ANOVA and Friedman, violin plots were generated using the 

function sns.violinplot from the Seaborn module [60], where it was possible to identify the distribution 

of feature samples for each condition. The plot is a combination of boxplot and kernel density 

estimation and when a feature is able to describe emotional states, then in the plot at least one of 

the conditions is misaligned from the others. 

The last univariate analysis was a post hoc test to produce multiple t-tests between all possible 

combinations of the groups with Bonferroni correction. With this test, in addition to knowing if there 

is statistical evidence, it was possible to determine which groups are statistically different and, 

consequently, which features describe each condition. 

This post hoc test was implemented via the pingouin.pairwise_ttest from the Pingouin module [64]. 

The function takes the data and was defined the dependent variable, that is the feature, the within, 

that are the emotions, the subject, that are the participants, and the post hoc test to perform the 

correction of the p-value, that was the ‘bonf’ (Bonferroni correction). If the p-value of each 

combination of groups is lower than the original significant level of 5 % then those two groups are 

statistically different. 
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4.3.3 Bivariate Statistical Analysis 

Through the bivariate statistical analysis, it is possible to determine relationships between pairs of 

features. The selected approach used the Pearson's correlation to detect pairs of highly correlated 

features and, therefore, redundant. For the classifier, only one feature of the pair is needed since it 

contains most of the useful information, so the other one can be disregarded from the analysis [66]. 

The Pearson correlation coefficient is a measure of the linear relationship between two continuous 

variables (𝑋 and 𝑌), based on the method of covariance: 

𝜌 =  
𝑐𝑜𝑣 (𝑋, 𝑌)

√𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑋) ∙ 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑌)
 

The coefficient is such that −1 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1 , whereas 𝜌 = 0 represents no correlation between variables, 

𝜌 =  −1  negative correlation, and 𝜌 = 1 positive correlation.  

The Pearson correlation assumes that the two variables are continuous and paired, meaning that for 

each case (participant) there are two observations (one for each variable); the cases should be 

independent, and theoretically, variables should have a linear relationship, follow a bivariate normal 

distribution and have the same finite variance – homoscedasticity [61], [67]. 

It was used the function pandas.corr from the Pandas module [68] to implement the analysis and it 

was defined the ‘pearson’ method to compute de Pearson correlation. The function returns a 

correlation matrix that was graphically represented using the sns.heatmap function from the Seaborn 

module [60], to complement the analysis and easily identify the highly correlated pair of features.   

For feature selection, the Pearson correlation coefficient was used to detect highly correlated feature 

pairs and with the p-value of the univariate statistical analysis (RM ANOVA or Friedman), the feature 

with the lowest p-value, the one with the highest statistical significance between conditions, was 

selected for the final set of selected features. The correlation coefficient threshold considered to 

detect the highly correlated pairs was 0.8, allowing to reduce about half of the features. 

 

4.4 Classification 

As presented in Figure 16, the classification step encompasses the classifier, data standardization, 

feature optimization, hyperparameters optimization, and, lastly, building up the optimized emotional 

model. All these processes aim to find the optimized model that best describes the different emotional 

states. Data standardization was used to reduce the effect of the features value’s range, feature 

optimization to select the best combination of features, and hyperparameters optimization to select 

the combination of hyperparameters that increases the performance of the final optimized emotional 

model. 

 

Figure 16 - Methodology of the classification step. 
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4.4.1 Classifier 

Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised-learning model based on the construction of one or 

more hyperplanes in a high-dimensional space (Figure 17.A), which can be used for regression or 

classification tasks, and even for outliers’ detection. The goal is to find the hyperplane in a N-

dimensional space that best distinguishes the data points (Figure 17.B). 

Support vectors are data points that define the position and orientation of the hyperplane (Figure 

17.B). They are the data points considered by the SVM to determine the hyperplane, meaning that if 

one of them is moved then the margin of the hyperplane also changes, which won’t happen if the 

other data points (that are not support vectors) move. 

The optimal hyperplane is the one that maximizes the margin, i.e. the distance between the data 

points of different classes (Figure 17.B), and the greater the margin, the greater is the model's ability 

to predict future data points. 

 

The original SVM algorithm is linear, and the task is to find a linear classification hyperplane 𝑤𝑇𝑥 + 𝑏 

that satisfies: 

𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 

, where 𝑥𝑖 corresponds to the feature vector and 𝑦𝑖 to the actual label [69], [70]. 

The above equation is strictly used for linearly separable data. To extend the SVM algorithm to the 

case of nonlinearly separable data, the loss function hinge loss is used, and the problem is then 

described by: 

𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1 − max(0,1 − 𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖 − 𝑏)) , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 

Considering 𝜉𝑖 = max(0,1 − 𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖 − 𝑏)), that is the allowed degree of deviation from the ideal 

linear separability condition, the final goal of optimization is to minimize the cost function: 

1

2
 𝑤𝑇𝑤 + 𝐶 ∑ 𝜉𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

, where 𝐶 is a penalty factor to control the degree of penalty to misclassification of samples [69], [70]. 

Figure 17 - A) Representation of data points and possible hyperplanes. B) Representation of data 
points and the optimal hyperplane that maximize the margin. Near the margin are also represented the 

support vectors. 
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To transform SVM more global, a nonlinear SVM was later proposed by applying the kernel trick to 

maximum margin hyperplanes. The algorithm fits the maximum margin hyperplane in a high 

dimension transformed feature space, where data can be separable. 

The SVM classifier used in this work was the sklearn.svm.SVC(), from the module Scikit-learn [71], 

and its implementation is based on [72]. It is a function that computes the SVM algorithm, that may 

be used for binary or multiclass classification and allows the user to define some entry 

hyperparameters that highly influence the results. 

The multiclass classification is handled according to a one-vs-one scheme. One-vs-one refers to the 

use of 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)/2 binary classifiers and when there are new samples, the outputs of all classifiers 

are aggregated by the majority voting approach [69]. 

The primal problem solved by the function is: 

min        
1

2
 𝑤𝑇 + 𝐶 ∑ 𝜉𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜        𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝜙(𝑥𝑖) + 𝑏) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖          𝜉𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 

, and the dual problem is: 

min        
1

2
 𝛼𝑇𝑄𝛼 − 𝑒𝑇𝛼 

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜        𝑦𝑇𝛼 = 0       0 ≤ 𝛼𝑖 ≤ 𝐶, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 

, where 𝑒 represents the vector of all ones, 𝛼𝑖 represents the dual coefficients upper-bonded by 𝐶, 

and 𝑄 is an 𝑛 by 𝑛 matrix 𝑄𝑖𝑗 = 𝑦𝑖𝑦𝑗𝐾(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗), where 𝐾(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) = 𝜙(𝑥𝑖)
𝑇 𝜙(𝑥𝑗) represents the kernel 

function [73]. 

Finally, when the optimization problem is solved, the decision function is modified to: 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝛼𝑖𝐾(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥) + 𝑏

𝐿

𝑖=1

 

, where L is the number of support vectors, and the predicted label corresponds to the sign of the 

decision function [69]. 

 

4.4.2 Standardization 

The SVM model is not scaler invariant so that the data must be scaled. Besides that, it is already a 

good practice to scale data since the features with different scales are seen with different importance 

by machine learning algorithms. Usually, features with high scales tend to have a more decisive role 

when training. 

When choosing the best scaler, it is crucial to consider the type of data, in particular, its distribution 

and the presence of outliers. Therefore, the choice of the method, besides having the intention of 

improving the performance of the model, must also admit if the outliers are (or not) to be consider.  

Among the different methods of standardization, some are highly sensitive to outliers and others are 

more robust. From the most sensitive, the most used ones are the StandardScaler and the 

MinMaxScaler. StandardScaler assumes that data is normally distributed and scales each feature 

so that the mean is zero and the standard deviation is one; MinMaxScaler assumes that data is not 

normally distributed and transforms each feature individually to the range between zero and one, or 

between -1 and 1 when there are negative values. If data contains outliers scaling using mean and 
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standard deviation is not the best option that is why RobustScaler is based on percentiles decreasing 

the effect of marginal outliers [74]. 

Among all scalers, the selected one was the MinMaxScaler because it does not assume the normality 

of data and has a more suitable response to the presence of outliers. Testing the final feature data, 

with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, was verified that the features do not follow a normal distribution, 

as would be expected since each feature has values of the four conditions and therefore there must 

be variability. Regarding the outliers, the violin plots detected some outliers, however, the number of 

features in which they are present is quite small. In addition, the outlier itself may not be a true outlier, 

but a value that, despite being apart from the rest, represents an intense emotional response, 

depending on the feature. That is why the MinMaxScaler was considered to be more suitable.  

The function to implement the standardization was the sklearn.preprocessing.MinMaxScaler from 

the Scikit-learn [71]. 

 

4.4.3 Feature Optimization 

There are several methods for feature selection, and they can be divided into three main categories: 

filter-based, where a metric is specified and features are filtered according to its value, wrapper-

based, where the selection is based on searching, and embedded, that uses algorithms incorporating 

selection methods [75]. 

The previous feature selection was based on metrics such as the correlation between features and 

the ANOVA p-value, so it belongs to the filter-based methods. However, to find the features that 

optimize the model's performance was chosen a wrapper-based method, the backward elimination, 

so that is possible to make the selection based on the SVM model and to know which features have 

the greatest influence on the recognition and distinction of emotions. 

The function used was the sklearn.RFECV(), Recursive Elimination with Cross-Validation, from the 

Scikit-learn module [71]. This technique aims to find the optimal number of features and even the 

ones that have the highest ranking, the optimal ones. It begins by building a model with all data and 

computing the importance score for each feature. The feature with the lowest score is the less 

important one, so it is removed, and the process is repeated all over again. Finally, the subset of 

features that has the best score is selected.  

In this case, the function receives as an estimator, the SVM classifier; as cross-validation technique, 

the StratifiedKFold, that is specially used for a binary or multiclass label; and as scoring, the 

accuracy. Since the score used is the accuracy, when the process ends, it was possible to analyze 

the evolution of the accuracy through the subsets of features. 

 

4.4.4 Hyperparameters Optimization 

The search for the optimal hyperparameters was the final step to achieve the optimal emotional 

model. The hyperparameters to optimize were the kernel function, and the parameters: C, gamma, 

and degree. 

Starting with the kernel function hyperparameter, three stand out: linear (kernel=’linear’), polynomial 

(kernel=’poly’), and radial basis function (RBF) (kernel=’rbf’) [76]. 

The other three hyperparameters that have a critical influence on the SVM’s performance are the 

hyperparameter C, which is the penalty error that represents the misclassification, and ‘tells’ the SVM 

how much error is bearable, the hyperparameter gamma, which defines how much influence a single 

training sample has, and the hyperparameter degree that specifies the degree of the polynomial 
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kernel. Regarding C, a low value makes the decision surface smooth, the margin is big and can lead 

to underfitting, while a high C aims to correctly classify all training samples, have a small margin, 

and, thus, can lead to overfitting [73]. Regarding gamma, it is only related to RBF kernel function, 

and when it has a high value, only the nearby samples to the decision boundary are considered, 

however when its value is low, samples further away from the hyperplane are also considered.  

Given the great influence of these hyperparameters on the model and to overcome the random or 

intuitive choice of them, the best method of finding the best combination of hyperparameters is to 

use a grid search methodology. To implement this method was used the 

sklearn.model_selection.GridSearchCV() function, from the Scikit-learn module [71]. 

The GridSearchCV function takes a dictionary of hyperparameters including different kernel 

functions, C’s and gamma’s; and an estimator, that was the sklearn.svm.SVC() without any 

hyperparameter. First, by fitting the data, a loop with cross-validation is run to find the best 

combination of hyperparameters, then with this combination, a new fit to the data is made, without 

cross-validation, to build the final model using the best hyperparameters. This process is 

exhaustively repeated, and the final model is the sklearn.svm.SVC() with the hyper tuned parameters 

that maximize the score of prediction. 

The way that data was split into training and testing sets highly influenced the results of the grid-

searching. To overcome this problem, the grid searching of the best parameters was also repeatedly 

performed using different splits to guaranty that the selection of the optimal hyperparameters was 

not biased to the choice of the sets.  
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1 Exploratory Data Analysis 

The feature extraction step identified a total of 147 features being 26 from the EMG MF, 26 from the 

EMG TR, 33 from the EDA, and 62 from the ECG. Comparing the number of features extracted from 

each signal (and corresponding time series), the ECG signal stand out, from which many features 

were extracted.  

Table 2 summarizes the features extracted from each physiological signal. In the rest of the 

document, the denomination used for each feature is the combination of what is in brackets on the 

left side of the table, regarding the signal, with the features that are designated on the right. The 

features on the right side are a combination of the feature time series with the statistical metric that 

represents it, except for the HRV features. 

 

Signal Feature 

EMG MF 
(EMG_MF_) 

Activations_N; Duration_Mean; Duration_Std; Duration_Var; Duration_Skew; Duration_Kurt; 

MaxPeakAct_Mean; MaxPeakAct_Std; MaxPeakAct_Var; MaxPeakAct_Skew; 

MaxPeakAct_Kurt; MeanPeaksAct_Mean; MeanPeaksAct_Std; MeanPeaksAct_Var; 

MeanPeaksAct_Skew; MeanPeaksAct_Kurt; all_Amplitude_Mean; all_Amplitude_Std; 

all_Amplitude_Var; all_Amplitude_Skew; all_Amplitude_Kurt; Area_Mean; Area_Std; 

Area_Var; Area_Skew; Area_Kurt 

EMG TR 
(EMG_TR_) 

Activations_N; Duration_Mean; Duration_Std; Duration_Var; Duration_Skew; Duration_Kurt; 

MaxPeakAct_Mean; MaxPeakAct_Std; MaxPeakAct_Var; MaxPeakAct_Skew; 

MaxPeakAct_Kurt; MeanPeaksAct_Mean; MeanPeaksAct_Std; MeanPeaksAct_Var; 

MeanPeaksAct_Skew; MeanPeaksAct_Kurt; all_Amplitude_Mean; all_Amplitude_Std; 

all_Amplitude_Var; all_Amplitude_Skew; all_Amplitude_Kurt; Area_Mean; Area_Std; 

Area_Var; Area_Skew; Area_Kurt 

EDA 
(EDA_) 

Symp; SympN; Tonic_Mean; Tonic_Std; Tonic_Var; Tonic_Skew; Tonic_Kurt; Phasic_Mean; 

Phasic_Std; Phasic_Var; Phasic_Skew; Phasic_Kurt; SCR_Height_Mean; SCR_Height_Std; 

SCR_Height_Var; SCR_Height_Skew; SCR_Height_Kurt; SCR_Amplitude_Mean; 

SCR_Amplitude_Std; SCR_Amplitude_Var; SCR_Amplitude_Skew; SCR_Amplitude_Kurt; 

SCR_RiseTime_Mean; SCR_RiseTime_Std; SCR_RiseTime_Var; SCR_RiseTime_Skew; 

SCR_RiseTime_Kurt; SCR_RecoveryTime_Mean; SCR_RecoveryTime_Std; 

SCR_RecoveryTime_Var; SCR_RecoveryTime_Skew; SCR_RecoveryTime_Kurt 

ECG 
(ECG_) 

Rate_Mean; Rate_Std; Rate_Var; Rate_Skew; Rate_Kurt; Tduration_Mean; Tduration_Std; 

Tduration_Var; Tduration_Skew; Tduration_Kurt;  

ECG 
(HRV_) 

RMSSD; MeanNN; SDNN; SDSD; CVNN; CVSD; MedianNN; MadNN; MCVNN; IQRNN; 

pNN50; pNN20; TINN; ULF; VLF; HTI; LF; HF; VHF; LFHF; LFn; HFn; LnHF; SD1; SD2; 

SD1SD2; SCSI; CVI; CSI_Modified; PIP; IALS; PSS; PAS; GI; SI; AI; PI; C1d; C1a; SD1d; 

SD1a; C2d; C2a; SD2d; SD2a; Cd; Ca; SDNNd; SDNNa; ApEn; SampEn 

Table 2 - Extracted features from each physiological signal. 

Due to the inter and intra variability that characterizes the acquired signals, the inspection of the 

stationarity assumption was used to validate the reduction of the time series into a value expressing 

a certain feature. Through this analysis, most of the cases were considered as stationary. 

Nevertheless, a small number of participants present some series that were not realizations of a 

stationary process (at 5% level), which may be related to a greater difficulty in eliciting emotions in 

these participants, and as result the trend of the emotional response through the 10 minutes is time 

dependent. Regarding the EDA time series, the stationarity test was not performed because these 
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series had the particularity of having few samples. Thus, the stationarity was verified through the 

cumulative distribution plots. 

Physiological data, in general, are prone to outliers and artifacts that may mislead the conclusions of 

any statistical analysis. Therefore, it was carried out an analysis to verified the existence of NaN (Not 

a Number) values in the extracted features. From this analysis, two features from the ECG: 

‘HRV_ULF’ and ‘HRV_VLF’ were eliminated, because they only contained NaN values. This action 

led to 145 features remaining. 

Considering the EDA features that presented one or more NaN values: ‘EDA_SCR_Height_Skew’, 

‘EDA_SCR_Amplitude_Skew’, ‘EDA_SCR_Risetime_Skew’, and ‘EDA_SCR_Recoverytime_Skew’, 

a detailed analysis was carried out in the two participants with this particularity (Figure 18). By the 

visual inspection of the signals, it was observed that both signals were partially saturated. This means 

that the phasic component of the signal was not detected, and the tonic component although 

detected, its quality and use in the study, was still questionable. Considering this, the detailed 

analysis was very important to understand properly the context of these events and how to proceed. 

In the signal represented in Figure 18.A), corresponding to one of the participants, can be seen that 

the saturation is only present in the elicited emotional states and not in the baseline. Based on the 

participant's baseline, it is verified that there is no high electrodermal activity, only when the first 

emotional state is stimulated there is an increase in the activity, which indicates that this increase is 

mainly related to the emotional state and not to the individual physiological characteristics. It is also 

verified that in the transition from fear to the neutral state, there is a decrease in electrodermal 

activity, and the signal segment is not fully saturated, which can demonstrate that the emotional 

activation is lower when compared to the other emotional states. 

According to the responses of the questionnaires of this participant, it was reported an arousal of 5 

and 4, (on a scale of -5 to 5) for fear and happiness, respectively, and 1 for neutral, supporting that 

the emotional arousal is lower in this state and hence the decrease of the electrodermal activity. This 

demonstrates the correlation between electrodermal activity and emotional stimulation and, since 

Figure 18 - Electrodermal activity for the two participants that presented NaN values in EDA 
features. 

Time 

Time 
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fear and happiness are classified with high arousal, the correlation of electrodermal activity with 

arousal is also demonstrated, as expected [77]. 

Regarding Figure 18.B), were it is shown the EDA signal of the second participant, a partial saturation 

is detected in the baseline, which may be related to the participant's physiological characteristics or 

due to a more active initial state. At the beginning of the neutral state, some activity variations are 

still detected, and the signal is partially saturated, but as soon as it stabilizes, the signal remains 

saturated for the rest of the session, for both fear and happy states. Thus, it was not possible to infer 

if the saturation derives from emotional activation, physiological conditions, or hardware problems.  

According to the questionnaires’ answers for this participant, it was reported an arousal of 3 for the 

initial state (before baseline), an arousal of 3 for fear, an arousal of 2 for happiness, and an arousal 

of 1 for neutral. Considering this information and the results of the STICSA-State questionnaire where 

the participant did not report sweating of the hands, that could justify the high electrodermal activity, 

the partial saturation of the signal is probably related to an active and overexcited initial state. 

Contrarily to participant A), the excited initial state of the participant B) seems to have a higher impact 

on the rest of the electrodermal response and is not as extensive since the participant reported lower 

levels of arousal (happiness and neutral).  

The purpose of this analysis was to decide how to deal with NaN values. There were three options 

to consider: (1) eliminate the features that contained NaN values, (2) eliminate the participant or (3) 

replace the NaN values with values that fit the data. The elimination of features was discarded since 

the statistical analysis had not yet been performed and some of the features may be descriptive of 

emotions. The second option, eliminating the participants, was also discarded because both 

participants reported emotional stimulation, verified in questionnaires. Besides, this work relies on a 

multimodal approach, this information can be used associated with the rest of the physiological 

signals. Lastly, the replacement was considered the best approach to deal with NaN values because 

their number was considerably small and unlikely to have a great impact on the construction of the 

model. The features in question are the skewness of feature time series related to the phasic 

component of the signal. The phasic component was not detected by the feature extraction 

methodology, due to the saturation, so it creates a time series of equal values. Since skewness 

evaluates the symmetry and the values are all equal, the function to calculate it returns a NaN value 

by default, however, it may be replaced by zero, which corresponds to the case of symmetry. 

Univariate Statistical Analysis 

The main goal of the univariate statistical analysis was to explore if at least one of the extracted 

features was able to discriminate one condition. If that was the case for a relatively high number of 

features, then the step of feature extraction was validated. Besides that, this information can still be 

very useful so that in future work it will not be necessary to extract such a large number of features 

but focus on those that are more relevant and informative. 

The results are resumed in Table 3, where from the 145 features, 86 features were able to distinguish 

at least one of the conditions, while 59 could not. Within the 86 features, 17 were from the EMG MF, 

6 from the EMG TR, 18 from the EDA, and 45 from the ECG signal. 
  

 EMG MF EMG TR EDA ECG Total 

N
u

ll
 

h
y

p
o

th
e
s

is
 

Rejected 17 6 18 45 86 

Not Rejected 9 20 15 15 59 

Total 26 26 33 60 145 

Table 3 - Results of the univariate statistical analysis (RM ANOVA and Friedman) per physiological signal. 
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The high number of features from the EDA and ECG to reject the null hypothesis agrees with the 

literature, which reports that these physiological signals had shown to describe significantly 

emotional states [78]. The same applies to EMG MF [79], where more than half of its features 

distinguish at least one condition, and for EMG TR, that although the number of features is smaller, 

seems to also contain relevant information. 

However, when analysing the violin plots, it was detected that some of the featres that rejected the 

null hypothesis could only distinguish the Baseline from the rest of the emotional states. Moreover, 

with the post hoc analysis, this was confirmed, and 19 features that rejected the null hypothesis of 

the RM ANOVA could only distinguish the Baseline from the rest of the elicited conditions.  

At this point, it was clear that the individual characteristics (recorded in the baseline) may influence 

the emotional response and raised the question if the previous emotional state could also have some 

influence. To tackle this issue, two approaches of data normalization were considered, one using the 

baseline and the other using the previous emotional state. Briefly, both normalizations allow to 

remove the individual influence of the analysis, and the second normalization additionally deals with 

residual influence of the previous emotional state. 

The univariate statistical analysis was repeated for the two new feature data (normalized by baseline 

and by the previous emotional state). Then, the results with and without normalization were 

compared to set the approach to be considered for the rest of the study. The discussion of these 

results took in consideration the p-value and F-statistic of RM ANOVA and Friedman, and the p-

value for each combination of the post hoc test. 

The results of RM ANOVA and Friedman (Table 4) highlight that by normalizing, the number of 

features exhibiting statistical significance between conditions decreases. Considering this and the 

post hoc results mentioned above, the influence of the baseline was confirmed. 

 

  Without 

normalization 

Baseline 

normalization 

Previous emotion 

normalization 

N
u

ll
 

h
y
p

o
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Rejected 86 47 34 

Not Rejected 59 98 111 

Table 4 - Results of the univariate statistical analysis (RM ANOVA and Friedman, 5% significance level) for 
the three approaches: without normalization, baseline normalization, and previous emotion. 

As consequence, it was chosen to perform normalization, and the final emotion classification is less 

affected by the intersubject variability. Moreover, normalizing by the baseline is already a practice in 

some reviewed literature [80] and may increase the accuracy of the final classification. 

Regarding performing normalization with baseline or previous emotion, the F-statistic was the 

considered metric to choose which is the most suitable as the higher the value, the greater the 

statistical evidence of the differences between conditions. 

Both normalizations reduce the denominator of the F-statistic because both normalizations remove 

intersubject variability. However, only previous emotion normalization removes the individual 

variability to each emotion, i.e., intrasubject variability. Comparing the results of F-statistics (Table 

5) it was found that, rejecting the null hypothesis, the number of times that the F-statistic of baseline 

normalization is higher than the F-statistic of previous emotion normalization (Fb > Fp) is 53, whereas 

the opposite (Fb < Fp) only occurs 28 times. 
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  F-statistic 
Total 

  Fb > Fp Fb < Fp 

R
e
je
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t 
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Baseline 

Normalization (b) 
38 9 47 

Previous Emotion 

Normalization (p) 
15 19 34 

Total 53 28  

Table 5 - Results of the univariate statistical analysis (RM ANOVA and Friedman) for the two options of 
normalization, using the baseline (b) or the previous emotion (p). 

This result demonstrates that by removing the previous emotion influence, i. e. removing intrasubject 

variability, the differences between conditions become less noticeable, indicating that too much 

information may have been removed and that the impact of the previous emotion is not as large as 

the individual characteristics of the subject. 

On this basis, the baseline normalization was performed and the influence of the individual 

characteristics and the initial emotional state of the participant was removed from the analysis. Note 

that the following results are from the analysis of baseline normalized data and the conditions fear, 

happiness, and neutral, are from now on normalized by baseline. 

Table 6 shows that among the 47 features that rejected the null hypothesis: 2 belong to EMG MF, 0 

to EMG TR, 12 to EDA, and 33 ECG. Once more, it appears that EDA and ECG are the physiological 

signals in which a higher number of features can discriminate at least one emotion from the others. 

For both EMG MF and EMG TR, the number of features has decreased when compared to the results 

presented in Table 3, meaning that these signals were mainly discriminating the baseline. 

 

  EMG MF EMG TR EDA ECG Total 

N
u

ll
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Rejected 2 0 12 33 47 

Not Rejected 24 26 21 27 98 

Total 26 26 33 60 145 

Table 6 - Results of the univariate statistical analysis (RM ANOVA and Friedman, 5% significance level) for 
the feature data normalized by the baseline, discriminating the physiological signals. 

The results of the post hoc test (Table 7) show that there is a higher number of features that can 

discriminate fear from happiness, and that some signals can discriminate better some combinations 

than others. 

The ECG features mainly distinguish fear from the neutral state and happiness from the neutral state, 

which suggests that, in general, it is the neutral state that stands out from the rest. Still, some ECG 

features can distinguish fear from happiness, opposite emotions in the valence axis, pointing that 

from the ECG, it is possible to discriminate emotions through the valence dimension. 

The EDA features mainly distinguish fear from happiness and, as in the ECG, it may distinguish 

emotions through the valence dimension. However, it is known that EDA is related to arousal [77], 

and that the level of arousal of each of the emotions (fear and happiness), despite being in the same 

quadrant, has different intensities. Thus, a more interesting conclusion can be drawn namely the 
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EDA features that distinguish fear from happiness may be able to discriminate the level of arousal 

even in the same arousal quadrant. 

The features of both EMGs, when used separately, do not seem to distinguish emotions. However, 

as this work focuses on a multimodal approach, they may still have a relevant role when used 

together with the other physiological signals. 

 

 EMG MF EMG TR EDA ECG Total 

Fear - Happiness 1 0 9 8 18 

Fear - Neutral 0 0 2 12 14 

Happiness - Neutral 1 0 1 13 15 

Table 7 - Results of the post hoc test for the feature data normalized by the baseline, indicating the number of 
features from the physiological signals that can discriminate the combinations of emotions. 

Bivariate Statistical Analysis 

The univariate analysis allowed the characterization of each feature independently. In the 

classification step, the features are used together, so their selection cannot be restricted to this 

analysis. The bivariate analysis allowed to reduce further the number of features by eliminating the 

redundant ones. In this work, a correlation analysis was carried out. 

As represented in Figure 19, the heat map of the correlation matrix between all pairs of variables, 

shows along with the diagonal, blocks with a darker blue color evidencing high correlation between 

features of the same signal. The fact that they have a high correlation suggests that the variations of 

the features are similar for the entire signal and, therefore, represent the similar information. 

Furthermore, this analysis supports the use of a multimodal approach where the use of different 

signals allows obtaining different information (not correlated) that when used together may increase 

the effectiveness of the emotion classification. 

The same analysis was made for each emotion independently. Through the heat maps in Figure 19, 

it was verified that for fear there is a greater correlation between features associated with different 

physiological signals. This indicates that when experiencing fear, the whole body reacts with greater 

intensity and, therefore, all physiological signals accuse such physiological changes. For happiness 

and neutral, the correlation between features of different physiological signals is lower, which may 

indicate that the body's physiological response is less pronounced across signals for these emotions.  

Figure 19 - Heat maps for the three emotions representing the correlation between pairs of features. 
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Regarding feature selection, following the selection criteria described in Section 4.3.3, 65 features 

remained, 13 from the EMG MF, 11 from the EMG TR, 18 from the EDA, and 23 from the ECG (Table 

8). The number of features reduced to about half, however, there was a greater reduction in ECG 

features. Although more features were extracted from the ECG than from the other signals, when 

performing feature selection, the number of ECG features decreased, indicating that many of them 

are highly correlated, especially between the features extracted from the HRV.  

 

Signal Feature 

EMG MF 
(EMG_MF_) 

Activations_N; Duration_Mean; Duration_Var; Duration_Skew; Duration_Kurt; 

MaxPeakAct_Var; MaxPeakAct_Skew; MaxPeakAct_Kurt; MeanPeaksAct_Mean; 

all_Amplitude_Skew; all_Amplitude_Kurt; Area_Skew; Area_Kurt 

EMG TR 
(EMG_TR_) 

Activations_N; Duration_Std; Duration_Skew; Duration_Kurt; MaxPeakAct_Mean; 

MaxPeakAct_Skew; MeanPeaksAct_Kurt; all_Amplitude_Skew; all_Amplitude_Kurt; 

Area_Skew; Area_Kurt 

EDA (EDA_) 

Symp; SympN; Tonic_Mean; Tonic_Std; Tonic_Skew; Tonic_Kurt; Phasic_Mean; 

Phasic_Skew; Phasic_Kurt; SCR_Height_Kurt; SCR_Amplitude_Var; 

SCR_Amplitude_Kurt; SCR_RiseTime_Mean; SCR_RiseTime_Skew; 

SCR_RiseTime_Kurt; SCR_RecoveryTime_Mean; SCR_RecoveryTime_Skew; 

SCR_RecoveryTime_Kurt 

ECG (ECG_) Rate_Skew; Tduration_Mean; Tduration_Var; Tduration_Skew; Tduration_Kurt;  

ECG (HRV_) 
MedianNN; IQRNN; pNN50; pNN20; TINN; LF; VHF; HFn; LnHF; SD1SD2; CSI_Modified; 

PIP; PAS; GI; PI; Ca; ApEn; SampEn 

Table 8 - Remaining features after feature selection. 

5.2 Classification 

Using the proposed emotional model, different emotional classifications were elaborated taking into 

account different data, different types of splitting data, and the two models of describing emotions 

(discrete and dimensional). 

Two different approaches were considered to organize the data, as represented in Figure 20. In the 

Dataset1, each emotion is described by the feature through its value, and in the Dataset2, each 

emotion is described by a time series of the feature. The main difference between them is the window 

where the feature is calculated. As previously verified, most of the variables rejected the non 

stationarity, allowing the division the physiological signals into smaller windows and extract features 

for the partitions. For Dataset2, the 10 minutes windows were divided into 2 minutes, and each 

emotion has 5 feature values (one for each excerpt/partition). 

Figure 20 - Organization of data for Dataset1 and Dataset2. 
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To divide data into training and testing sets, it was not used any predefined splitting function because 

they randomly divide data, which does not allow controlling the source of the data. Three splitting 

data functions were created, denominated Split1, Split2, and Split3, and described as follows. 

The Split1 function divides data so that training and testing sets have all 30 participants. However, 

in the training set each participant is represented by two (of the three) emotions, and in the testing 

set by only one (the remaining emotion). For example, in training, if the participant is represented by 

fear and neutral, then in the testing is represented by happiness. It should be noted that the emotions 

for both sets are randomly chosen but guaranteeing that the final dataset is balanced. 

In the Split2 function, the training set is composed of 70% of the participants, and the testing set of 

30% of the participants. The participants are not shared between sets, and in each set, the 

participants are represented by all emotions. This division allows to test the model in a subject-

independent approach since the data to be tested are from new participants. 

The Split3 function is exclusively for Dataset2. Since each emotion is represented by more than one 

value in each feature, it is possible to train the model with all participants' emotions. Thus, the training 

set is composed of all participants, and each emotion is represented by 4 (out of 5) excerpts of each 

feature. The testing set is also composed of all participants, but each emotion is represented by the 

remaining excerpt. Note that the excerpts are not repeated between sets and are randomly chosen. 

Emotions may be described by discrete or dimensional spaces; in the scope of this work both were 

explored. In the first approach, the discrete model was studied to identify the elicited emotions: fear, 

happiness, and neutral. Notwithstanding, the dimensional description can better describe the 

physiological response to emotions so, this approach was also studied for the dimensions valence 

and arousal. 

The following subsections are divided into the discrete and dimensional emotional models and 

present the results of feature and hyperparameters optimization, and the prediction results for each 

dataset and each splitting function. The features belonging to each optimal subset are not presented 

along with the analysis of the optimal number, but can be accessed online3. 

The metrics used to evaluate the performance of the classification were the accuracy and F1-score. 

The accuracy measures the total correctness of the classifier based on the number of correct 

predictions over total instances; the F1-score represents the harmonic mean between recall and 

precision [81].To avoid bias to the training set, the evaluation metrics are a global average of 30 

iterations of cross-validation. 

 
3 https://github.com/carolinafalves/Repository_CarolinaAlves.git 

Figure 21 - Scheme of splitting into training (green) and testing (blue) sets for Split1 and Split2 (schematic 
representation with 10 participants but applied to the 30 participants). 

Figure 22 - Scheme of splitting into training (green) and testing (blue) sets for Split3 (schematic 
representation with 2 participants but applied to the 30 participants). 

https://github.com/carolinafalves/Repository_CarolinaAlves.git
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5.2.1 Discrete Emotional Model 

Dataset1 

From the backward elimination, the evolution of accuracy with the number of features is represented 

in Figure 23. The accuracy varies between 0.34 and 0.50, with a distinct peak in the accuracy of 

0.49, for the optimal subset of 19 features. Between 16 and 22, the model performance is the highest, 

followed by a decrease between 25 and 30 features. Both for less than 15 to 5 and greater than 30 

to 53, the accuracy varies between 0.40 and 0.44, stabilizing from 53 at approximately 0.42. 

For Dataset1, it was clear that the ideal number of features varies between 16 and 22, being 19 the 

optimal number. The final subset of the optimal features was composed of features from all of the 

acquired physiological signals. As expected, the use of information from different signals optimized 

the emotional classification. Although all signals are represented, the ECG signal has the largest 

number of features, followed by the EDA features, which is in agreement with what was seen in 

Section 5.1. Contrary to the results presented in Table 7, where the features of both EMG seemed 

not to distinguish emotions and for that reason could be considered that these signals can not be 

used in emotion recognition, in the optimal feature set, some features were selected. This shows that 

the combination of these signals with the other ones improves the performance of the model and that 

they are relevant in emotion identification studies. 

With the best features selected, the emotional model with grid searching was applied to Dataset1 

using the two splitting functions, Split1 and Split2. In addition to discovering the best combination of 

hyperparameters, the goal was to analyze how the model behaves in the subject-dependent and 

independent approach. Table 9 displays the results of this analysis for the training and testing of the 

classifier. Besides analyzing the final accuracy, the F1-score of each emotion was used to 

understand if there is any bias to the classification label and if so which one. 

Comparing the classifier's training and testing in Table 9, the results for the training are considerably 

higher than those of the test, as expected. The accuracy difference is accentuated for Split1 where 

the participants are not represented by all emotions but only by two, suggesting that identifying a 

new emotion from an already known participant is difficult for the classifier. 

According to the final accuracy of the two approaches, Split2 is superior to Split1, indicating that the 

classifier can extrapolate the emotional evolution of one participant to another better than discovering 

a new emotion from a known participant. Thus, the subject-independent approach for this dataset is 
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Figure 23 - Evolution of accuracy with the number of features using backward 
elimination for Dataset1. 
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the one with the best performance. Although the performance for both splits is lower than 50%, a 

random choice of the classifier corresponds to 33%, which indicates that the classifier has learned 

something and outperforms the random results (the worst scenario). 

Regarding the F1-score, in both, the identification of fear is always superior to happiness and neutral, 

and happiness is the one that the classifier has the greatest difficulty in identifying. Previously, in the 

post-hoc analysis, the Fear vs Happiness combination was the one with the highest number of 

features able of distinguishing them. However, when using three emotions there is a greater difficulty 

in distinguishing happiness. A possible explanation for this is that it was found that, for the neutral 

state, some of the participants report a higher level of valence in the questionnaire and a higher 

percentage of happiness, which can cause these two emotional states to be closer. This and the fact 

that happiness has high arousal like fear can difficult the discrimination of this emotion by the 

classifier, and for that reason, the F1-score is lower. 

Dataset2 

In Figure 24, the results of the feature optimization for Dataset2 are presented. The evolution of 

accuracy for this dataset is quite different from the previous one with a more accentuated increase 

in the beginning until 10 features, followed by a decrease between 10 and 20, and again an increase 

in the accuracy that then starts to vary in a smaller range between 0.44 and 0.48. The accuracy 

varies between 0.32 and 0.48 and is notable that from 20 features on, there are two regions with 

very similar accuracy, one for 21 and 22 features, and the other between the 45 and 47 features. 

However, the maximum accuracy is for the subset of 46 features with an accuracy of 0.475. 

Relating to the results of Dataset1 where the highest score was between 16 and 22 features and 

considering that for Dataset2 there is also a peak in this zone, it appears that the ideal number of 

features for the emotional model round values around 20 features. Despite this finding, the function 

used only allows knowing the optimal set of features and not which features optimize other subsets, 

like the subsets of 21 or 22 features. Thus, it was considered 46 features as the optimal subset, also 

from all signals. 

Regarding the results of Dataset2 in Table 9, once again, it was verified that in the training test, the 

evaluation metrics present higher values, being the F1-score of happiness the lowest. For this 

dataset, the classifier knows all participants and all emotional states, consequently, the test results 

are superior to those of Dataset1, with a final accuracy of 60.4%. 
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The final accuracy of the classifier for Dataset1 is below 50% and for the Dataset2 is above. Given 

the difference between these datasets, that is the number of samples, these results point out that 

the dimension of data and amount of information may have impact on the ability of the classifier to 

learn and correctly identify the emotion. 

 

Dataset Splitting function 

Accuracy ± 
Standard Deviation 

F1-Score 

Train Test 
Train Test 

F H N F H N 

Dataset1 

Split1 
0.810 ± 
0.118 

0.369 ± 
0.097 

0.812 0.790 0.822 0.435 0.288 0.361 

Split2 
0.770 ± 
0.105 

0.489 ± 
0.076 

0.805 0.725 0.774 0.510 0.428 0.491 

Dataset2 Split3 
0.813 ± 
0.137 

0.604 ± 
0.046 

0.827 0.807 0.805 0.631 0.51 0.607 

Table 9 - Results of the emotional model classification for Dataset1 and Dataset2. 

Optimized Model 

The optimized model is the emotional model used in the previous classification but with the optimal 

features and hyperparameters defined in the model itself. Instead of the model trying to find the 

optimal features and hyperparameters, with the backward elimination and grid searching, each time 

it performs a classification, in the optimized model, this is already defined. 

Dataset2 showed better classification results (Table 9), so in the optimized model, this dataset was 

the used one. From the backward elimination to this dataset, the optimal number of features was 46, 

as discussed previously. Regarding the optimal hyperparameters, the grid searching was performed 

several times and saved all the choices of this method. As result, there was a table that contained 

all the combinations selected from the repeated grid searching, and to select the best combination, 

was analyzed the combination that appeared the most but also that had the higher accuracy. From 

this analysis was found that the optimal hyperparameters were the combination of the kernel function 

‘rbf’ with C=10 and gamma=1. 

From the analysis of F1-Score in Table 9, regarding the differences between emotions, the idea of 

applying the emotional model in a binary perspective came up. With this, it was intended to 

understand which emotions the classifier can identify and distinguish better, comparing only two by 

two. Thus, with the optimized model defined, the two types of classification were performed: 

multiclass and binary. 

Regarding the results of the multiclass classification in Table 10, there was a slight increase in the 

final test accuracy from 60.4% to 66.7% and a slight decrease in the standard deviation. The final 

accuracy increasing, is the result of fixing the optimal hyperparameters and highlights the impact of 

each combination in the SVM classifier. Regarding the F1-score of each emotional state, it was 

verified that the metric is more similar to the rest but still it seems that there is a bias to the fear 

emotional state. This bias may be related to the previously identified fact that the neutral state 

response is closer to happiness. 

Among the binary classifications (Table 10), the one with the best result is Fear vs Neutral, followed 

by Fear vs Happiness, and finally, Happiness vs Neutral, which is according to what was expected. 

Fear and neutral, in terms of valence and arousal are quite different. While fear has negative valence 

and positive arousal, neutral rounds 0 and 1, which makes these two emotional states very distinct, 

and the classifier has the better performance. Regarding Fear and Happiness, in terms of valence, 

they are opposites, however in terms of arousal both are positive, hence the classifier has greater 

difficulty in distinguishing the two emotional states. Finally, Happiness and Neutral have the lowest 
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accuracy, which may be, once again, related to the biasing from the Neutral to a more pleasurable 

state, difficulting the classification. 

Summing up, when the classifier is applied to Fear-Neutral that have the two dimensions distinct, it 

is has a higher performance, but when applied to Fear-Happiness, which are only distinct in valence, 

and to Happiness-Neutral, that in this case are mainly distinct in arousal, the classifier has the lowest 

performance. Analyzing this, if the classifier is applied considering the description of emotions in the 

dimensions valence and arousal, then the performance may be higher. This was the starting point 

for using a dimensional-based emotional model described in the next section. 

 

Classification 

Accuracy ± 
Standard Deviation 

F1-Score 

Train Test 
Train Test 

F H N F H N 

Multiclass 
0.997 ± 
0.002 

0.667 ± 
0.044 

0.999 0.997 0.996 0.712 0.635 0.656 

Fear vs Happiness 
1.000 ± 
0.001 

0.774 ± 
0.047 

1.000 1.000 - 0.766 0.779 - 

Fear vs Neutral 
0.999 ± 
0.002 

0.812 ± 
0.047 

0.999 - 0.999 0.811 - 0.812 

Happiness vs Neutral 
0.997 ± 
0.003 

0.749 ± 
0.050 

- 0.997 0.997 - 0.751 0.747 

Table 10 - Results of the optimized emotional model classification for multiclass and binary classification. 

 

5.2.2 Dimensional Emotional Model 

In the previously binary analysis, the justification for the results of each of the combinations was 

based on the dimensional characteristics of each emotional state. Verifying that it was possible from 

the dimensions to support the results, indicated that the emotional description based on dimensions 

can improve the classification of the proposed emotional model. 

This subsection is divided into the two considered dimensions, valence and arousal, and the 

classification of emotions through dimensions is performed independently. The dataset selected is 

the Dataset2, which proved to lead to better results, and the splitting function is the Split3. 

In this model, the label to identify is not the discrete emotion but the corresponding quadrant for each 

dimension. For valence, fear is described as negative whereas happiness and neutral are positive. 

For arousal, fear and happiness are described as high and the neutral state as low. The attribution 

of the qualitative value was based on the proposed model by Russell, except for the neutral state in 

which the responses to the questionnaires were considered. 

Valence 

Figure 25 shows the evolution of accuracy with the number of features for each subset. It is 

noticeable that the range in which accuracy varies is much lower than the previous results, ranging 

only between 0.65 and 0.70. Therefore, several feature subsets provide the model with a good 

performance. However, the optimal number of features is 57 with an accuracy of 0.692, also from all 

signals. 

As for the optimized discrete model, it was necessary to find out which combination of 

hyperparameters best fits the training data. As a result of grid searching, the best combination is 

composed by the kernel function ‘rbf’, C=1000, and gamma=0.1. 

The valence model is a binary model to determine whether each sample belongs to the positive or 

negative component of the valence. However, Dataset2 for the negative component has data that 
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belongs to fear, and for the positive component that belongs to happiness and neutral state data, 

which makes the data classes unbalanced. Thus, starting from Dataset2 a new dataset (with data 

balancing) was created using data balancing methods. In particular, in this work, was used the 

imblearn.over_sampling.RandomOverSampler function from the imbalanced learn package [82], 

which performs random over-sampling to the minority class. 

The model was applied to the dataset 'Without Data Balancing' and 'With Data Balancing', and the 

results are shown in Table 11. Comparing the final accuracy of the two datasets, it was found that 

the best results belong to the classification of the unbalanced dataset. However, when analyzing the 

results of the F1-score, it appears that for the minority class, which is the negative, the best score 

belongs to the balanced dataset, as expected, since the model has more samples to train. The F1-

score of the positive class is lower for the second dataset, which may be related to the method of 

data balancing. Although data balancing increases the model's performance to classify the minority 

class, the method can be improved so that there is no decrease in performance relative to the 

majority class. One way to overcome this issue would be to acquire more real data and not originate 

by data augmentation techniques. 

When comparing these results with those obtained by the discrete model for the multiclass 

classification, it is verified that with the dimensional approach the performance of the models is 

greater and, therefore, the model can more effectively determine the emotional state. Despite not 

detecting the specific emotion with this valence model, it is possible to determine if the participant is 

in a positive and negative state, which allows the emotional state characterization. 

Classification 

Accuracy ± Standard Deviation F1-Score 

Train Test 
Train Test 

Positive Negative Positive Negative 

Without Data 
Balancing 

1.000 ± 0.000 0.776 ± 0.036 1.000 1.000 0.833 0.657 

With Data 
Balancing 

1.000 ± 0.001 0.737 ± 0.049 1.000 1.000 0.761 0.705 

Table 11 - Results of the valence emotional model classification. 
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Arousal 

Figure 26 shows the results of the feature optimization process for arousal. Contrary to the results 

obtained so far, the model is optimized by only the feature ‘EMG_TR_MaxPeakAct_Mean’ and the 

score is the highest until the optimal number of 8 features. From the 9 features onwards, the score 

varies approximately between 0.62 and 0.64, with only one peak in the subset of 26 features. 

Although the model determines that the best subset was composed of only one feature, considering 

only this feature can lead to data bias. To overcome that problem was determined that the minimal 

number was 10 features, and the optimal subset of features shifted to 26 features belonging to all 

physiological signals. Regarding the gridsearching of the hyperparameters, it was determined that 

the optimal combination was composed by the kernel function ‘linear’ and C=10. 

As for the valence model in which data were unbalanced, the same was verified for the arousal model 

in which high arousal was related to the fear and happiness data, and the low arousal was related to 

the data of the neutral state. Using the same method described for the valence model, a new dataset 

with data balancing was obtained, in which the two classes were balanced. 

With the optimized model defined, were obtained the results in Table 12, regarding the arousal 

classification for the datasets with and without data balancing. As in the previous valence model, it 

was verified that the final accuracy of the model decreases to the balanced data, that the minority 

class F1-score increased for the balanced dataset and that the majority class F1-score decreased 

for the same dataset.  

When comparing the final accuracy of both dimensions models, the arousal model has a slightly 

lower score, yet the results are superior to those obtained for the discrete model. Again, it was 

highlighted that the description of emotions by dimensions is more reliable. 

 

Classification 

Accuracy ± Standard Deviation F1-Score 

Train Test 
Train Test 

High Low High Low 

Without Data 
Balancing 

0.943 ± 0.006 0.756 ± 0.042 0.958 0.908 0.821 0.613 

With Data 
Balancing 

0.958 ± 0.008 0.699 ± 0.061 0.957 0.958 0.721 0.669 

Table 12 - Results of the arousal emotional model classification. 
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6. Conclusion 

Emotion recognition systems are a very useful tool for people's lives, capable of increasing their well-

being and health. Their variety of applications, with a particular interest in the area of education, 

psychology, and medicine, prove that research in this area is of great importance and that there is 

still much to be done.  

With this work, it was intended, and it was possible to draw conclusions on the different components 

that constitute the emotion recognition systems, and thus, take a step forward in what is the study of 

emotion recognition. 

Recalling the first objective of this work, it was created a complete and descriptive experimental 

protocol of what could be one of the procedures for collecting physiological signals using movies as 

a method of stimulation. Several types of analyses were considered, such as emotional transitions 

and response variations for the same stimulus on different days, and it was designed an optimized 

protocol, with which a varied and quality database was created. From the execution of the protocol 

in participants, it was concluded that it is adequate to its purpose and that it can be reproduced, for 

example, by other students or researchers in the area. Through the analysis of the participants' 

signals and responses, it was concluded that the movie excerpts were effective in stimulating the 

emotional states of fear and happiness. However, the excerpts to stimulate the neutral state were 

less effective, with participants reporting emotional responses closer to happiness. 

In this work, the objective was not to deepen the impact of each of the excerpts used. However, as 

future work, an analysis can be carried out to understand which excerpts from the documentaries 

provoked this unwanted physiological response. For example, instead of processing the signals for 

each set of 10 minutes of stimulus, based on the duration of each excerpt, it is possible to divide the 

signals and compare the results of each with the results of happiness, and thus, understand which 

excerpts should (or not) be used. 

In the exploratory data analysis, before concluding about the emotional description in physiological 

signals and respective features, the normalization of data in the three aspects proposed (without 

normalization and normalization by baseline or previous emotion) was studied. The results indicated 

that the normalization should be done since the initial state (acquired in the baseline) proved to have 

an impact, with features that only distinguished the baseline from the other emotions. Then, with the 

analysis between the two normalizations, it was found that by removing the influence of the previous 

emotion, i.e. the intrasubject variability, the differences between emotions were less noticeable, 

suggesting that a lot of information was being removed. Thus, the baseline normalization for this set 

of data is the most adequate, allowing to remove the impact of the initial state, i.e. the intersubject 

variability. 

With the normalized data, it was then possible to complete the second objective of the work, to 

understand the emotional description in the various physiological signals and respective features. 

The signal that was shown to better describe emotions, by the univariate analysis, was the ECG, 

followed by the EDA. Regarding the two EMGs, according to the results, the extracted features did 

not seem to include information capable of distinguishing emotions. Afterward, in the emotional 

identification, the classifiers considered these features to belong to the optimal subset, allowing to 

conclude that the information from the EMGs complements the ECG and EDA information and, thus, 

they are relevant in emotion recognition studies. 

As for the discrimination of pairs of emotions, evaluated by the results obtained in the post hoc test, 

once again, the ECG was highlighted, in which a greater number of features were able to distinguish 

the pairs of emotions (F-H; F-N; H-N). Among all the combinations, the ECG features mostly 
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discriminated fear from neutral and happiness from neutral, emotions with opposite arousal (fear and 

happiness have high arousal and neutral has low arousal), suggesting that the ECG can be used to 

distinguish emotions by dimension arousal. Still, some ECG features distinguished fear from 

happiness and for this reason, this signal can also be used to discriminate emotions by the valence 

dimension. These results demonstrated that the ECG features are relevant in the identification of 

emotions through the dimensional approach. 

The last two objectives of this work are related to the optimization of classifiers based on machine 

learning techniques, and subsequent discussion between the two approaches that can be used to 

describe emotions (discrete and dimensional). In both approaches, the optimal features selected by 

the classifier are from all physiological signals, demonstrating once again that the use of more than 

one signal (multimodal approach) is beneficial for learning the classifier. It was also found that a 

larger dataset increases the performance of the classifier, and as a note for future work, it is 

suggested to collect more data using the proposed protocol, so that the EMOTE database is 

constituted by a greater quantity and variability of information, and thus increase the classifier's ability 

to identify emotions. 

The use of an optimized model in the discrete approach caused an increase in test performance from 

60.5% to 66.7%, highlighting that the definition of input parameters (hyperparameters) and features 

has a very important role in the construction of the classifier and that is why these steps are also 

crucial to proper emotional identification. Also, with this model, the binary approach was discussed 

from which it was reached the very important conclusion that the performance differences for each 

of the binary pairs (Fear-Happiness, Fear-Neural, and Happiness-Neutral) can be explained by the 

valence and arousal dimensions. When emotions are described by dimensions and there are notable 

differences in valence and arousal, which is the case of Fear-Neutral, the classifier performs better; 

when the differences are only noticeable in one of the dimensions, which is the case of Happiness-

Neutral (for the data used) and Happiness-Fear, the classifier has a lower performance. From this, it 

was deduced that using the dimensional description of emotions, the classifier would present a 

superior performance, which was verified by the results obtained using the dimensional approach. 

The two classifiers built in the dimensional approach, based on valence and arousal, achieved an 

accuracy of 77.6% and 75.6%, respectively. When compared with the result of the discrete multiclass 

classification, the results were superior, approaching even the results of the discrete binary 

classification, which only discriminated two emotions. With these classifiers, it is possible to identify 

the quadrant in the valence-arousal dimensional space and despite not identifying the specific 

emotion, they are able to describe the emotional state in its components. 

Once the purpose of these emotion recognition systems is to be used in real-life contexts that can 

thrive on them, it is also important to realize the applicability of the classification. Recalling the set of 

diseases highlighted in this work, mental disorders, the description of a more negative or positive 

emotional state vs excited or calm, can be more relevant and applicable than a system that identifies 

the specific emotion. For example, in the case of depression, where patients may feel sad, bored, 

afraid, unwilling, a valence-based classifier may be more appropriate as the aim is to detect the 

prevalence of a negative and not the specific emotion. While an arousal-based classification can be 

useful, for example, in the classroom context, to detect if the students are more excited or calm, and 

consequently adapt the methodologies to be more appealing. These are just two of the possible 

applications of the dimensional-based emotional model developed in this work, but which prove that 

emotion recognition systems are crucial to well-being and an emotionally healthy life. 
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